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Appendix II - Computer Programs
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tbe ' ost tlllHU" ut ,,\. 1.0 the creation lOf. reliablo math :toJ' Ilthe-
tio.3.moelui ot compltJt tt1t'*'IJtlona,. A thorQugh jUl9:t1t1c.tion for
thla et.'e e:nt end 1I.bttdleous8t'on of 8'l.'p11.0.t1011 tbet b "e 811"98d ben
wOl'ked out 1 .• Dot withi_ tbe .cop .{thiG the 1&. W. aSI)u ". tat '
good C •• luu!) be.II m .cht la t.·8 ,.,.f _tlil•• t1,081 int.,. •• t Bad plica ...
b1;U..ty' ,of the "•• ul tsto werrilltl.t t tit 010•• 1' attention to tbe 4et8i1u of
tb. _thO' t1.e 1. 1 ,11oe,U.one ot th. theo!'1. i 11ne w1\.1'1 tbe gen 1'1l1
pr:1ftciple tlt.t :1.t t•• aier to d... er1b. ow to 1JW.k. lIIoetld'''g th n to
deecrlbetb. t.1nished reject .. we tlrsd tha el.pl. torula to:r potentla,l
tl;lnctlone h ve ,teo_pl.. ~o _",.'1'0 con& tau.no... It u pel"'hbPe. Ilottoo
m.uch of,. :18to1!"t1QOt9 81' tlte:t t.ld.1S th.,.' t. \0 d•• or'1 ti-o:l't of 80me
,eo .t;ric pro Drt1. :l.pl:!..d by aOllUt $1,mp1. , •• 111.$ of pol,~om1f!l1
fuu'otions of two yarubl 1'1.
In Cbpter lw. ,Iive ... u; #'1 of tl\ tlJr·, .tit ':Y'e~ by _ tOff
t • d'.rivt1ol1 of the 1•• 11:1•• 0,' 1>0'.ott1 taftet1,~ft$ thet 've tb.
ele-men t'yc.ta.tropbe,. fl'G. "I 1.1'1,' ,.etl.l".l ."tih.m.t1oal level. T e
. re- .'''''.utitH!tl 1." 1 ,nce.try ·of thea. ·el"~.8 Fif clllu.troph."$ and
tttt1;r reletlon. with t 'egtnleT8U.eed.c t8stroph.& h58 b•• n, let_t to
r~:r.l".nee to Tbo '. 0\1111 WO". B••id •• g1v1n8 tb 1'•• \1. w•• 1ao 100&
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'.1'1' •• t••t.I'€lphee des,crU"ltd 137 l!I:thel' ( ••• I, ~4).. But apl,n we de
1\0,t iO imto detail. fti.8, ttl .it t,a the epl;>otd.t. r •• OOlu in t,ll!..
ce~. tlb. o.-iglnal ut_rial 1•• p•••• vb.•l"•• ~ tnttt.former C8se. thtn·.
i.e pl.Btl wM.ch Q.,a•.•• 1t:1ag do"a.
!be par 'bolle umbl11,c,Q1:Ut .fTh.·s 118t ·of se.,.n el. entar1
,0. tas,t!'opbe" 16 • good .~.1Sp.l. ot the .S.-p1. to"•• 18, ClOll t.111.1·n·•
l.i"ge .mount of o•• tIJ!'1c '.SQrc.t.t1cUl,. W.iD, ltD elemttot$l.l':Y a"ro.cb
w. '•• putur.a of the, blfu:rcati,on 8.t 11'1the uatolilln 8p.ett IG.,. tbe
>pareb.11e _biUe 11.\A:rpeo.dl:x ,r tJ...cl1men$1onal ,1c,tUV•• for om'"
p4ntbollC umbl1te, I.¥\ .•E.S'IOJiK) (1911).) 'rhe "etJult.e bell'. b '.(Ii beea
Q,b·tfl1'Ded uSill, ao'o'bilut,U.0n ote" 'lDenta:ry .tb. att-c. Clndcolll:put.:!ng.
i'be dl«lsr.aam3 dr·.wft bl oom.,uterbef.ng cenlil"m.4 .e :u.... lUttt .. ,. lIu'id
Guffi'ei.nt "1' tbe .nal;ytle work. Fu.,t '.1' 1". 11lte tor the pIIl'abolio
bi.llo ob ta.'4 'Ill' l:U't!u t.O 19 lit th pegi,. ot i ,-d1menmi>01f:al
,let",... into s>itpente o'r'lt1-ca.l 01.\", PiI'e givon 'i.nCh pt." II.. Fell ..
ov1.n~ th,1. we t'HM\cttt~l" '. 'rel t tlle tY"ntu..-lly at, bl.,
ps JR'" ....,.1R" end the umbilte ca tastrO'Me.. 180 in Chapter II ...e
take a look at the relations ip of the drawings given in Appendix I to
some Boardman ingull3rity sets of related fd.ngul"'rm ps.
The work of Chapter III is en attempt to get 8 detailed description
of a section of the double Riemenn-Hugoniot catastrophe. It turns out
to be much more difficult than the case of the1p~abolic umbilic to con-
firm all the computer results nalytically. These results re drawn
then without the confirmation th8t all possible cases h~ve bee covered.
The results, however, will be a useful step in understBndin~ the geometry
of the double Riemann-Hugoniot catastrophe.
In the last chapter we turn our ttention to the full double
Riemann-Hugoniot cBt~stro he. The first section takes e preliminary
look gt the geometry of the function space relatin~ to topological ~nd
differential equivalence clas es. In trying to get at pictu es of the
type used in applications of the theory, we can first try to understand
t e loc 1 theory. In the second section of Chapter IV we derive the
local topolo ical bifurcation set to give this local picture. From the
other end we can consider the gener 1 global roperties of the potential
functions of the family and we do this in the third section of the
chapter. In the two remaining sections we ive the reasons for the
name of the double Riem nn-Hugoniot cQtastrophe and m ke some urrge tions
for further investig tion.
The computer programs directly quoted in the text are given with
rough documentation in Ap endix II.
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1.
51 IntroduQtion
The a1m of this chapter i6 to give some idea of the author's view of
tif-. general theory of elementary catastrophes as introduced by Thom(1J •
Tbe general theory of cats.strophes has been discussed very fully in Thom'.•
book [1J 8nd we intend only to give enough background to pu.t the remaining
chaptere in perspecti'fe. Al$o, aince the publication of the idea.a relating
to elementary cat strophes, iU',veral tiet8118 h8ve been clarified by other
authors andsolile note of this will elso be gtv&n.
Thomhascons1dered t·ne theory of c tastrophes from a "Very fundamental
level [1J. He bBS then made reasonable assu ptione to reduce the tbeory
to a ma.thematical level that is accessible to present techniques. It is
this utter level of genera11sin which we cons1derand do not look t the
deeper levels_
§a The 1~tneDl3tical CGnte~t
The first step in the construction of the mathematical theory of
elementary ca.tastropnes ie 8 general space" in which observable prooesses
t&.lte ple,oe. In. Tbom's work thie i8 usually taken to be spaoe t1me and
hence limited to foul' dimensions. HQwever, applications coneidered by
Zeeman:1. [21 l!Jug.geet the t this 15 an unnecess ry ree tric tion and so we ean
assume a general Euclidian apace.
The stete of the systel11,. a deliberately ve.gae term, at each point
x € ~ is determined by a,rnle with a two stage desoription. Associated
wi th x there is a vector field X(x) defined o.n a manifold M,. The dom-
inant attraetor of this vector field At thendeterllti.nes the ste,te at x.
~e cll'll the manifold 1-1the statespac., the positions of the attractor 11
in M defining the stet ••
To find the state et each point in a region U e C)W8 must con.truct
a function. X : U~ ~Od (the space of vee.tor fields on ). This
function is assumed to be sufficiently smooth 8f1d bijective onto the
image xcm, The .sps.eeXOO 119supposed to be decomposed in to equ.:ivalence
classes related to the attr8ctors of the vector fi.lds end hence to the
stetea in ". '!'he image X(U) is assumed' to intersect these equivalence
classes in a useful V/SY and the inverse images of the different
equivalence cla.sses will relate to the varia.tion in state over U. It
is the points of U having ell neighbourhoods containinR points in
a»~)O.
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CHAPTER II - THE PARABOLIC UMBILIC
In this cha.pter we consider some geometry related to the seventh of
Thom's list'of elementary catastrophes, the parabolic umbilic.
§ 1 The Family of Paten tial Func tions
If we consider the potential function
Vp .. lRl.~"fR.
(x,y) ~ x2.y "fl s"
and then calculate an unfolding, we get a family of potential functions
Vp(u,v,w,t) : 'JIR.'l.~ 1R - - - - - - - - -
Examining the critical points of this family we can calculate a bifur-
cation set B as a subset of ~+. The details of this calculation are
given in Appendix I.
In Zeem n's applications of the theory [1], it is useful not only
to have a picture of the set B, but also to include som~ indication of
the state variables x,y. For the paraboIic umbilic we can do this by
.considering the equation for the critica.l points of potential function (I)
i.e.
2x(y + w) - U = 0
X 2. ..... 4y'3 + 2 ty - v = 0
in the form
x = u
2 (y ." w)
v = u1 + 4y3
J. -Ii 2ty4 (y ....\'1)
On further consideration of the (y,v) graphs we see that
dv "1-u
12y2. -I' 2t 0= ... =dy
2 (y + W)3
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ot criticel point. An exemple of the grapb.e obtained from (:;)and the
interpretation in terms of criticsl pointe i£l given in I"ig. 1. 11'0 obtain
the complete information about the cri.tical points as far as position in
the X1 plane snd type is concerned, we csn use a graph like Fig. 1.
Given U,\'l.t we can draw the graph and for a.nyV a horizontal line will
intersect the graph to give y-values ot critical points and their type.
The x-value corresponding to the points eo found can be found from the
other grapn v = u/2(y + w) as can be seen from equation (2).
For a fixed w,t pair we can vary u to get 8 three dimensional picture
in (u,v,y) - apace , which on projection to (u,v) - plane gives as pointe
of 13 (cf. Appendix I) the projeotion of stationary points given by H = 0
(8ee (4).) 1~us we get a lifti~g ot the two dimensional u,v di~grsm8
of Figs. 5-7, 9-11 of Appendix It separating the individual critical
points. In l'~igs. 2..6 of this chapter, we give these three dimensional
pie tUTes corresponding to t < 0 for several values of w. These correspond
to the·inset diagrema. of ~~ig.5 of Appendix I. The corresponding
diagrams for other (u,v) sections can fairly easily be visualised if not
very easily drawn and are omitted.
In all the calculations and graphs so fer noted in this section, no
e.ecount hee been ta.ken of the value of tbe potential funetion. This
value will be important when the ~~xwell convention is to be used. The
information given a.bout the Maxwell set in Appendix I 15 sufficient to
add in the extra surf'a.ee to Fig. 6. In Fig. 7b we give the y...variable
surface corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 7e. relating to the R-H
catastropbe.
,2 The. f.wp 1R' ~ lRs
Morin (2, section vJ in a paper relating to Boardmalln singularities,
';"r .,L has given equations for the singularity sets Gf a map related to the
ps.rabolic umbilic. This is the map
¢ ; lR' ~ l'R'
(x,Y',u,v,w,t) i---7' (Xl,. + ,.4 _ ux - vy + wx2 + ty" ,u,v.w,t)
which 8.8 8 germ is the steble unfolding of the Qnstable germ given by the
V defined at the beginning of ~1 of this Chapter. The method of ceLeu-
p
lstion of unfoldings and this result are both given by {all 0, Lecture 2,
pp.4-5) •
bThe equations :Morin gives are for subsets of lR • but projecting to











picture~ of ~1 end Appendix I. The set B of the appendix is the closure
of .?Z7,:~¢) so projected,most points belonging to Z:";(¢) and the
~ J
exceptional points belonging to other:r. sets as indicated in Fig. 8.
The surfaces of Fie;. 2-6 of 51 of this chapter are sections of I:.~(¢)
projected to (y,u,v,,,r,t)coordinates, the H = 0 curves being (2:~~r(¢»).
One peculiarity of these diagrams is the appearance of the singular line
u = 0, y = -w, v /'(6y~ + t ) whi.ch does not ep ear in equa tions for any of
the singulari t,r sets. However, lifting one hi~her dimension we see that,
the line itself would correspond to x = 0 whereas the surface nearby
corresponds to x~ 00 as y-+ -wo The other set of points that appears
geometrically. to be misclassified is the set x = y = t = u = v = 0,
w> 0, (T = 0, w> a dia gram of Fig. 8), the "beak to beak" poin ts.
Ac cording to Morin's equations they are ordina.ry ~~" points, but from,.
the pictures of Kppendix I they seem to be a special case. This special
nature is not destroyed by lifting to higher dimensions as could be seen
by constructing the diagram corresponding to those of 11.
i 3 The Map ~4\- ~ ~4
There is a relationship between the elliptic and hyperbolic umbilics
as given by Thom [41 and treated in terms of ~S 1,2 and the last two map
germs (fR\ 0) ~ ( lk", 0) given by Arnold [5, p.16]. We now give a
derivation of this connection for the hyperbolic umbilic, the elliptic
umbilic derivation being directly analogous.
The hyperbolic umbilic is given as the family of potentials
h: 1R" X 1R'I -+1R X 1R>"
( (x,y) ,(u ,v ,w ,) )\-? (x 'I oF Y s - ux - vy + wxy, (U, V ,W) )
and "le can construct in 1R'5' the set L(h), the points (x,y,u,v,w) such that
the map (x,Y)J.....+(x3-+:. y5 - ux - vy of' wxy) for a given u,v,w has a critical
point at (x,y). This set is given by the equations
3y~ - v + wx ='3x~ - u + wy = 0
and from this we derive the mapping gh :1Rl~1R' given by,
U ::-3X2 + wy
V = 3y" ...wx
'tv = w •
This map gh is related to the ap licC1tions of the hyperbolic umbilic in
1 .
that the image of the singular set L (gh) is just the bifurcation set
used in the applic8tions. To see that this map does not h8ve a stable
germ at the origin we bevin with the restriction of Bh
__ ._----_._._-------
16.
(x,;y) ~ (u. 3x • v • 3;y )
and use We.ll'Gunf'olding method (3, Lecture 2, p.4) to get the stable germ
$It the o.r1g1!liof the map % I 11<.... ~ JR."'" given by
111 • 3x::z. + wy I
VI II: 3y2. + tx J
W III wI
T III t •
The map ~ inelucl ..s as an unstable re'strict1on the' map gh- The map ~ is
not" howey-er, precisely the same a.S any of the maps glTen by Arnold
(5., p.16) in his cClmpletft list of steble mal' erma. Slinee gh i8 steble,
it MUS t be equi va len t to one of them a.nd we can prove tha tit is equi valen t
to f+ given by Arnold i.e •
.1\Lemma11.1 gh end f+ are differentiabl,. equiv8,lent.
Proof A Mtlther has preTed that it two germs are stable then they are
d1fferentiably equivalent when the local rings are isomorphic (5, p.19) •
.1\Thus since gh and f+ ere both stable we can prove equivalence by finding
their local rings and .show1.ngthey are isomorphic.
Th. local ring for f+ 1s given bY'Arno,ld (5, p.18) a8 8 ring of
polynomia.ls over lR in two indeterminates 'With elem.ente ot the form




x) X3 -x"" 0 0t
X'\ X 0 XL 0.of.
x: x~ 0 0 0
AThe lo(H~l ring for gh can be calculated as ". ring of polynomiels over





x :Ie C %:/
Y 'I X1' 0 0
"'7 "7 0 0 0
The 1 oerpble &t the. ringl! 18 tb•.n defined tf),.
x~ ~ khc ....,) ;
X"t ~ ~(. + 7) •
Heace tb.two germa ea:-e different1.b1:requ1v8,lent.
B•• iS The 1tn.ard.f.ffep.nt1.1 eq:ul.al.nc8 Qf tb.,. _pe
gh It 1Rl.. ~ R'-
<-.1) ~ (lJ • 'xl.. V • ,,.L)
£+1 I 1R1. ~ lR1.
(.~.x...)~(,~. x~ + x; • '1Jr • xlx+'.
a.fl •• ,4 '7 x~. j i(x .. )') '3- ,(U + V)
If't • j i (x .. ,) '7+. i (U .. v)
A
40•• Dot extend to ifl lil1."requ1 •• 1HC8 of gh .;. f .,. tt1.e oec• .,•• ,r:r to
l"adGo. to the _1 .'br ..l0 i.w8f"! ,e:rilt. to uke tlili.8 aqui.a18noe W'oJ"k.
D
b:-.pot.. Allotherc(,)l'ldttloJil for differentiable .qut.., lence 1. fP.ven by
Ar",old {5. ,.14] relatlDa to the q,u 4Ntlc ditt. "DU.a]. of t • gel" a under
ooftu4ent1oA.
Plret we COD8trtlet tbe qt1tadraU..c dift.".»t1.1 et t.be po1.nt in Itueeti.on.
'0 th.' by ApflOla'$'et!kocl la t.pmlJ of eeof'd:1aa.t •• (5,. ,.,,] w. get fof'
, the oT1gift
( 5, •~Jl-7( s,~.. ~.'I.. • S,SI. ).
en we construct til. plane in tbe <,.dlD. lin •• ,,) 8:)80. S~CiR2.). of
q ..aa... t1c tOl"8 a ~,t ... b c;,S\. .. ., 5...1. tn two •• rieblee, sear. ted U.n. r11
b.r s,' + S~ end ~,52. The d1epo.mi.tloft of this pl~a.W',r.t. the COlt.
of fld:.llgulat' 1'01"" ill vC 11<-1.) 1. th.1l .41ffer.,llttal .,j:nYtl.riant, Fol"£ ... ~I.
g.t the .,l"ne •• Cl intersecting the cone. see i. 9.
o.lculltltioft for g- b. we get itt the origin
I 101. _ ____",_R2.Q ~ 'b II'-.--r
( ~, • SI'> ~ U~S,2. • 6 l;~ )
end tht. st.e., rilS·o to the pllllJ.'le b = QC 11'(TR~) vd.oh again. intersects the
18 •
, , .. .#, ,~~
I,,
"
,.. ~'-5-~Mc.,~ b.ti. ,.lo..us ~ ter~ ...~ ti.. """'"






1\& flo...e ~,..te.cl .1 ~lIO.drat.c c1lff~ ...t...1 i.




T...'P...... ~c.. rllte:J .y qwuAnd"ic. ~~ffu, ..J\J. ~
~ CI'I\.t -1j ........cm~ ,
Fi~. 'I.
cone and gives Arnold's type 2 (5, p.,14J, see Fig. 9.
Hence f+ , ~ are in the same orbit of H(2,2) under the action of
GL(2,'iR) x GL(2,1RY [5. p.14] and hence differentiably equivalent. Cl
If we now begin with the parabolic umbilic
p : \RI. X 1IR~ ___" 1R X ~~
('(x,y),(u,v,w,t) ,.....(xJ.y ...s" -ux - vy of!'- wx2.. + ty",(U,V,W,T) )
and work through the process used on the hyperbolic umbilic we get first
the map &p given by
u -. 2xy + 2wx
V = x:l + 4y' ... 2ty
W = w
T = t
corresponding to 1:1 derived above.
bifurcation set B given in Appendix I. To show the t gp does no t have
a stable germ at the origin we start from
gp, : ..a.. ~ 1<'"
(x,y) ~ (U = 2xy, V = xl. ...4y3)
and use the me thad of unfolding referred to above to get the map
""'g' • ~I ~ m'p • .
U =' 2xy of' 2wx




which ha.s a stable germ at the origin.
restriction.
This contains gp as an unstable
Continuing the analysis of the germ at the origin of the map gp we
look at the local ring and find that it is represented by a ring of
polynomia.ls over the reals \vith elements of the form a ...bx + cy + dxa. +
ey~ with multiplication table
1 x"- "x
t 1 x Y xl. y'l
X iX x 0 0 0
y :y 0 y' 0 _xl
xl. xl. 0 0 0 0
y" ,y~ 0 _xl. 0 0
This ring is also the local ring for the germ of the map gp I and we have
the three umbilics related to maps 1R~--+ "R~ each with en isola ted l:&
point at tbe origin. 'l."helooDl r1nSG ot :P IJ&Fme 'tilt ISln,ullJt'1ty- tne





ea, \R1. ~ lR'
(XtY) ~ (Xy,l)t 1.. ... ,.1.)
(K •.y)~(xY'i, %1. • .,1.)
(Xt:l),""",(x7., xa. ... 1~)
~s: 'neCodt1Q,I
1,-,1. 2)
II2,l. 2 ~ ~)l! 1
12,3 ')
hrthcr Arnold sives u:nfold1.ngBfor .11 I... II typeo (5, p.19)_.n, l!I\.n
and tor 11,2. end 11':/,2. these turn out to • ju.st the .pl t. ~t_ •
Th&,' ttlnorl'! aatald1ng for gp\ how..... r 1s gt,y,en .,.
11 •• ,
,~• x~,.~• x},,, III S x~~
15 • x: • x; • xl_+
ra th.l"tluUl t but the ealcule t1on.p,
• ,ad w.co.14 e•• l1, hay'. IU't'lY.d Itt
... xa.Xs- ...
toJ' ""g we,.,. . 1)
t"e st!u'1derd ."swe" •
XJr1..
1 S'
ootuntquely 4., r :lll.cI
B.laU,ng tooo' J <J'f
d.1ff, .rental of g .t the ort,
Qgp t lR'1. )- 1R1.
(51 ,SL) ~ (/~S'~L)
_ U:.,1 we ea:n c&lcul~t. the quodr.t1c
n cdi El: t
.nd we «ft.Ul'ate the pLane c • 0 in r( lRa.) vbioh touch St.1. oit'le;ul.r
cone 1810ng the .xt.-. b • c. Ot st. 11'1 • 10. revi.ou.Qly we oDo......d that
th'e byperbolte 1ambilic gave r!!.~e to ea p191ii1e1.tu,8ted 11ke 'b g 0 e.nul 'if. o.n
ataow thflt tbe elliptic umbil1c giv. the plene •• -0. In Flge.9-11 we
.bew tlle.. p18'11ea in F( 11<') and it 18 thencl:cuu" thf)tt le 81' \)01i,0
'U 1110 mep is 0 tran 1tioHl CllS. 'bet .ea t;lliptilesn' hY&F olie when
1,ook.d t from this point ot vi w.
LookinSit .t the 1li'l}) blgB 011:'.b1. I S'e'()metr1,olly., we cen 8 • tll!lotbUltrw., in which the Jj&ra'bol1cumbi11c S}) 18 ,.tl';I!J!ns1ttoft from elliptic to
b.:rpel''boU.c. \:Ie drew in 111:8. 12-15 aec,tioM ot the Srerile ot the",. a'Ps
v_leb.bow geoQtrio 11,. bow thplane 1$ folde<i r.l I)seh 0.... \le .1so
•• ow bow the td.nplsrity ,$ete 2. '. L' 8.fle mapped, 'b.,. • eh of t le 116 ping ••
~ u. 0 lice tt rough the t r. -dlmonsion!'!l pictureD of FigfJ. 12-1,'
eh_a the di.!f.rft cee • E,1,11:ptte • maxima Itt 7- t h:y erboU.c - mi.nimu
at y • 0, psrsDolie _ inflex10Ml st t1onaZ7 point flt y 3 0" '2'.
a:1114r1\106 tlre the., • comet. Gect!lQft8; raJ! ell three spa t os. are

































maps the y>O lines given a direction by x-increasing, 'keep the direction'
i.e. go to par-eboLaa "lith u-increasing and the y<.O lines 'switch over
directions'.
We heve already noted that g (~1) is the same geometrically as B thep
bifurcation set of Appendix I and applying Morin's method [2, e vl vie can
Icalculate the aqua tions for the other ~. The images of these under
gp can be represented as subsets of B and the two dimensional sections
of this representation are given in Fig. 15. Further, the diagrams ~
! 1 (Figs. 2-6) are the analogue of the diagrams of Fir,s. 12-15 if we
consider g in terms of a family of maps ~~-+~2. Thus it is notp
difficult to draw the two dimensional sections (x,y) - plan~of the
singularity sets themselves and relate them to the geometric folding
of the plene (cf. illustrations in Figs. 12-15). The ninp,ulArj_tysets
in (x,y) planes corresponding to the (u,v) dd.a gr-ems of Fig. 15 are ["iven
(in corresponding position) in Fig. 16. To calculate the singulArity











•Thus we get %:' from det (J) = 0 i.e. from equation
&,(x,y) ;;;;xl, _. (Y -Ii w) C6ya. + t ) = 0
as expected. To find ~2.we need values of x , y, w, t wha ch reduce the
rank of J to 2. This gives the conditions
E"1(x,y) - :le = 0
il(x ,y) - y + "1 = 0
;.<x,y) - 6y" oj; t :::0
J..
i.e. we get x = 0, y = -w = ,'_t/6 8S equations for l: .
a.
is not an LeoLa t ed point of ~ and
So the origin
..:'~~..we must consider later subsets L. •
., ~4Since the rank of J is).2 for all oints we see thet E., '-) .. etc. are
",=1).We now calculat~ L and we need to consider the simultaneousempty.
vanishing of determinants given by Jacobians fa a selection of 4· functions
from U, V, Ttl, T, i1., These determinants reduce to the equations,
'. (xty) !! x·a. - Cy of w) (6yl. ...t ) _ 0 ;
~\/x,y) - xl. + ~ ( of \,r) C18yl. -I'- 12wy + t ) = 0
~~,\..(x,y)- x ('2(6ya. + t ) + (18y'"+ 12wy + t) ) : 0 •






















(a) 10y2 + 4wy + t :::0 and x.2. ::: (y + ';orH6y-2. + t) ;
•
(b) x :::0 and (i) y = -w ;
or (ii) y - -w = ~-t/6 ;
or (iii) y ::: -vI = -V:/, ± t)~ t/2-3 W
0r (iv) s = ;t-t/6 = -w/3 =V'2. t/2-
The four cases of (b) arise from the different ways of solving the
equations remaining after putting x :::O. Clea.rly (i) includes (ii) and
(iii) so that they give no extra points. Looking at (iv) "'e see that
this is equivalent to a condition for the quadratics 6y~+ t, 18y~ +
12wy + t to have a common root. The resultant determinant of these two
quadratics is just 14-4-tC6w.:l+ t} and the vanishing of this can be shown
to be included in the x = 0, y = -w case. Thus z" is defined as the
Isubsets of r given by
l~'="{(x,y ,w, t) If:£'and 10i2. ... 4-wy + t = 0 J ;
L~'="{(x,y,w,t) , x = 0 and y =- -w}.
~I.IIFor ~ • following Morin's ca.lculations, we use only the 4-x 4-determinants
having 2 non-trivial rows
~I'for ~) , only y = -w/5'
~I'defined by w = 0 in f::_~. Similarly using 3 x 3 determinants we get only
~._j" ~ a ~the ori!T,in,x = y = W ::: t = 0 in the set ~ so that since 4-.. • is
empty we have tha t !,.:l,I is the origin.
.
and get 8S an extra condition, above those given
'C'" 1,4This defines a subset of ~~ and the subset
§.4 Conclusions and Possible Extensions
The chapter has considered some aspects of the geometry of the
parabolic umbilic but has exhausted neither the possible lines of investi-
gation nor each topic in itself. In this section we look at possible
extensions.
Relatin~ to '1 and Appendix I it would be possible to consider in
more detail the geometry of the relationship of the state representetion
by a point in a plane and the control variebles u,v,w,t (cf Zeeman,[l }).
From here it would be possible to construct applications of this catastrophe
comparable with those given by Thorn and Zeeman for other elementary
catastrophes. The figures of §1 and Appendix I indicate fairly adeguDtely
how to visualise all parts of snch a model.
In.2 we have just noted a connection with en apparently divergent
topic of investigation. The further development~ W01.1ldnot~ ,. , c:qrpeEirto be
too closel~ related to the work of this chapter.
30.
The section of this chapter which suggests most further investigetion
is ~3. Directly related to the parabolic umbilic is the question of vlhy
we get an extra 'depree of freedom' in the unfolding of the map "'TR2. ,,~2.
as compared with the family of potential functions. In the cases of the
hyperbolic and elliptic umbilic Zeeman has given a r-ough explanation (§]
relating to looking at the regions of the (x,y) planes cut out by ~I
(cf. Fig. 16) in terms of max, min and saddle. We can make this oS little
more precise by looking at the sign of the determinant which is the
Jacobian for the map ~'2.~ 1l'l. and the Hessian of the potential function
but even then it does not fully ex lain the parabolic umbilic.
Ica.se .....e need besides ~ an extra di.viding line corresponding to a
In this
critical point of the potential function being at infinity. A full
explanation of this and the general relationship between the unfoldings
of f:.~"'l~~and Yf:1if{"'-71iR."appears to be of interest.
Relating to this \lould be an investigation of the geometry of the
map germs CM'2., 0) --?CRl.,o) given in Mather's list [5, p.19] from the
point of view of Figs. 12-16. This would give a picture of the ~~
singularity types and their unfoldings in straightforward visual terms.
In a more general way it could well be of interest to look at aspects
such as - the relationship of the unfoldings to the homology (as defined
by Morse) of the critical points; the calculation of the homotopy groups
of fR4-- B; the precise connec tion wi th Porteous's normal singulari ties
[7}
It is thus evident that although we have Cl fair amount of geometric
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A SECTION OF THE DOUBLE
RIEMANN-HUGONIOT CATASTROPHE
Some of the general properties of the double R-H catastrophe, i.e.
the unfolding of
(x,,.) ~ ex" ....,.4);
are described in Chapter IV. In this chapter we describe details of one
four-dimensions,l sec tion of the unfolding which is given by Thom C1] as a
version of the parabolic umbilic. The fact t~at this version of the
parabolic umbilic should rather be considered 8S a section of the double
R-H catastrophe was suggested by Zeeman [2}
'!1 The Basic Equa tions
If we consider the map germ
f : (~~ ,0) ~ (~, 0)
2- (x't of!'; y+)(x,y)"""_" x y + ( 4 -,
we get as an unfolding
f : (1R4-x 1R* , 0) -'---'> (1R x lJ.IZ"t , 0)
x "'II+y41 .( (x,y),(u,v,w,t) ).........(x~-y of' 4- - ux-vy-twx~+ty&.,u,V,"-1,t)
Consider now the family of potential functions,
V : lR,\2 lI'> fiR
c
(x,y) ~ x'1y of'- x~;y+ -ux-vy+wxt-+tyi? - - - - - - - (1)
and we get as equations for a critical point of (1)
~Vc .~V (J .::;- c = ,
ax ~
i.e. u = x [2(Y + w) + )f:1J
v = xa. + y!' +2ty
- - - - - - - - - - (2)
- - - - - - - - - - - (3)
For a bifurcation point we get the condition
R(V ) :::
C
2x ':::Hessian of V = ° ,c
2x 3y2- + 2t
i.e. x}..(9y2 + 6t 1+) of! 2(y + w) (3y2. ...2t) :::0
which for y I £/ Cf (;. - t) ) gives
x2. ::: -2(:r 4' w) (:;2. of! 2t/3) / ~(vl. ... 2t!3 _ L./9)
- (l~)
- - - - - - - - CS)
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Hence with the restriction stated we can use (5) to give a pair of
para.metric equations for the curve in the u,v plane given by (2) and (3).
ThuB we get
u = 4 4(y + w)(yl + 2t/3 - 2/3) ;'-2(Y + w)(Y~ + 2t/2)
3(Y'J.+ 2t/3 - 4/9) 3(y" of! 2t/3 - 4/9)
- - - (6)
v = y ~ + 2ty - 2 (y + w) (y. + 2t/3 )
3(Y~ + 2t/3 - 4/9)
- - - - - - - - - (7)
as equations, ps z-ameber y, for the u-syrnmetric u,v,sections of the
bifurcation set for constant w,t. The exceptions are the points given
by y = V(2/3 (2/3 - t) ), whd.ch must be discussed separately. The
problem posed by (6) and (7) is analogous to that solved in Appendix I.
However the equations (6) and (7) ere more difficult to deal with than
the corresponding equations of the appendix. The main analytic end
computational difficulties relate to special condition y = ~2/3 (2/3 - t)
and this will be dealt with at the appropriate places in the subsequent
sections. In coses wher-e t)(2/3) or w is such that (6) and (7) can be
used with a straight forward infinity at y := !J~ (~- t) then it is
possible to use a simple computer program to plot most features of the
u,v graphs for 0 given w,t. (See Appendix II for computer program).
The computer program is, however, not much use unless it is known what
values of w,t to use and we shall produce these answers analytically.
In this chapter it has not been possible to confirm all the geometric
features of the computer results, but 8 substantial amount of the infor-
mation needed to draw three-dimensional pictures correspondin~ to results
of Appendix I has been obtained.
§ 2 Ranges for Parameter
We can see from (6) that not all values of y will give real values
foru (or x). It is not difficult to calculate the ranges of y for
which u,v are real. We con thus construct a. three dimensional picture
involving y,w,t to show these ranges. For use in the calculations and
for easy use in subsequent arguments, we have taken t ~ const sections
of the three dimensional picture. The seven different cases for t = const.
are given in Figs. 1-2, with acme examples of \"1 = const. sections for
completeness. In Fig. 1 (reloting to tlE0) we give a.lso more detailed
information about u,v values and these can be carried over to the smaller
diagrams of Fig. 2.
Turning to the points y = y~(~_t) we see that in most caS'es







with a branch having
u,v~oo' as y ~ ±/.;. (t - t ) •
However, for y = "" = ±J-;' (% - t ) t.,refind (4) gives no condi tion on x ,
Thus ltle have the parametric equations (parameter x)
~u = x'"
Thus points marked 'Sp' in Figs. 1-2 correspond to whole branches rather
than to single points. 'l'heneighbouring y values and the (u,v) values
corresponding to y ~ Sp will be discussed in section.5.
~3 Detailed Analysis - Intersections with v-Axis
For the curves dr-awn using pa r-ame tric equa tions (6), (7) we ea n
see that the symmetric curves meet u == 0 for y ::;-w, y = ! ./;. (1 - t),
y ::;!./ -2t/3. To a naLyse the na ture of these points we work through
the t < 0 case as pictured in Fi~. 1 Bnd then make the minor alterations
for the six simpler t~O cases. The results of this section depend on
the formulae (6) , (7) and the further e.quations
du 1 4 (y -to w) <3y 2 olf 2t ~) (10 )::; + 2x - - -dy x 9 Cy2 of' 2t/J - 4/9) dy
dv
dy
:l dx= 3y '"2t ...2x dy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (11)
dv = -9x Cy~- '" 2t/3 - 419)
du 4 (y + w)
\'I!ith(10) be Lng restricted by r » F !../ i (i
- - - - (12)
t),x F 0 and (12) by the
further conditions 3Y'2.- + 2t ...2x *- # 0, y # -w. We shall return to
z dx ~the eque tion 3y + 2t + 2x dY ::; 0 in ~ 4 where we consider the cusps.
For this sec tion \'le simply make the following assumption
Assumption A For any fixed w,t there are only Cl finite set of y values
defined by the equation 3Y~ + 2t dx+ 2x --::;dy
to y.
O h dx. f' d b, were dy 1S oun y
differentiating (5)with respect
Lemma 1 For t -<= 0' y !: -w, W' <:. - / - ;. (t - 1) vre. ha v e in the u ,v ,
<iia.grama cusp on the v-axis, at v ::-(w~ ~ 2ttv) symmetric w.r.t u and
pointing in the v-increasing direction.
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Proof For y = -w, w<. 1-;: (t - 1) t t < 1 Ca fortiori t <.0) we
have u :: 0, V = _Cw3 + 2tw). Considering Fig. 1 we see that for real
points we need y ~ -w for such w. For such a neighbourhood of -w,
(, + w:)E;o, yR. + f (t - 1) )0, '1'2 ... f (t - J)")O. This ShONS tha,t it is
the negative aquar-e root for x that corresponds to the positive value
of u , Using the negative sign for x in (12) we see that (dV/du)<. 0 for
some neighbourhood -w - ~ '" y < -w (using Assumption A) with u » O.
Further
- - - - - - - - (13)
60 that I dv/du I ~ '6a as y ~ -Wo
cusp at y = -wo
Hence we get an upward pointing
o
Proposition 2
we ha ve it Y := -w a cusp on the v-axis and the direc tion in which it
points is given by the following di
downward downward downward'" dovmw~rd ',downward l upward) w
-/~l(-1--t).j;:(f-t) d=T- 0 t/- ~ t!i(J-t) t!fC1-t)
Proof Using arguments very similar to those of Lemma 1 for each
open in terva 1. o
Lemma 3 For t <;. 0, y ::t. -\,f = i t( 1 - t ) we have a downwar-d cusp
on v-axis at v = -w~ -2tw.
Proof As for Lemma 1 except tha t /' + ;,( t - 1) < ° in the neighbour-
hood -w - €. <: y £. -"vl. This ch?nges over the sign of x corresponding to
positive u, Bnd hence we change the direction of the cusp. o
Lemma 4 For t <: 0, y = -tv = t/C-2t/3) we have a downward pointing
angle of magnitude(ji- 2ta:n-1CV'-6t)'tetween the symmetric branches of the
curve.
In the y-neighbourhood we have from (13) that
{:~r:::-~. Cy +./-2t/3) (y1. .. 2t/3 - 4/9)
~ 3/-2t/3 :=;:.6't , as y ~+/~2tI3' = -wo
Thus(dv!du)"""",: i"=bt 8S y-4-w and we get the required an gLe if y eives
, 0'1real values in the neie;hbourhood of y = -,...... This is clear from FJ.g. 1 "
Proof
Defini tion 5 The points u = 0, v = -Q,:s-2tw, w = t/C-2t!3"'J, t.< 0 ere to
be called hyperbolic points (cf. A}pendix I).
Lemma 6 For t~o, y = -w = -v!C-2t135 Ne- hElve an iso~",ted real
point at u = 0, v = -wj - 2tw.
Proof y = -w gives a single point unless y = -w = !/J ( ;.-t)
Fig. 1 shows that neighbouring y-values give imaginary u,v values. 0
Defini tion 7 The points u = 0, v = _w3 -2tw, w = -.../C-2t/3), t <. 0 are
to be ca.L'Le d elliptic points (cf. Appendix I).
Lemma8 For t< 0, y = -w = -(' ;. (1 - t) we have an upwar-d pointing
CUS}?
Proof. As for Lemma.3 except tha.t y<.-w now gives y2> - J(t -1)
i.e. s" ... J (t - 1»0 so that we ar-e back with situation of Lemma.1.
Hence upward poin ting cusp. 'l8
Lemma 9 The points y = -w = V tC 'J-t)' give a. branch with downwar-d
pointing cusp at u = 0, v = -w! -2tw.
Proof Clear from (8)' and (9). 0
The point y = -w = V! (! -t) just represents a change in direction of
pa.rametrisetion from - ...</ t' ( ;'-t), where y '" gives u,v-.oo, to the
ca.se -w>/ ;:( J -t) where y ~ gives u,v~ CO • The behaviour at
y = -w = i J ( J -t) is more complicated since Fig. 1 shows we have
real points defined for both -w +t< y<-w and -,-[ -l<y < -wand the
rel~tionship between these points and the semicubic parabola given by
(8) and (9) needs some more work.
Lemma 10 For e co , -\~ = vi ! (
lim u = ~(4/27w-)tt
y ... -w
J -t) then we get
.'= u
lim v = -w~ -Ztw * 4/27w = v·
Y"-W
which corresponds to the points x = :!{4/27wli in (8) a.nd (9). Further,
the ta.ngent direction on the r-parameter curve given by (12) satisfies
lim
y-+-w
and hence we get a pair of biak to beak cusps at (u*',v·).
Proof To find u·, v· we just cancel out the linear factors corres-
ponding to (y ...w) = (y +/ J (' ;.-t) and then substitute for y, using
the relationship between wand t, to get in required form. Similarly
for lim {dV} except that we need Assumption A to justify the limit.
y-+-w du
To show that this limiting tangent direction is the same 8S the x -




du =,- 3x x F °
and result follows. To show that this gives beak to beak point we CB.n
consider the change in v-value for y = -w :t £" a.s compared with v·. This
gives
bv = v(y :t f) -v· ,(J;t : [-t (1 ... 422.)]g;_ (14)
for first order terms in~, so that the beak to beak point is established
for all w F 0, i.e. t < 2/3• []
The transition involved w<-j'J (,.J - t) ~ w>f'~ <; - t) relating
to the beak to beak point of Lemma 10 is shown in Fig. 3. \lIehave
thus dealt with the line y ::-w in Fig. 1 and we now need to consider
the other u:: ° points, given by y = "!j-2t/3 and y = ;'1/i (1 - t),
+j z.: ( )w < _ J 1 - t •
Lemma 11 For t < 0, y ~ ~ -2t/3 ~ -w, we have the point u = 0,
:.4;fl, where the symmetric curve has tangent parallel to thev =
u-axis.
Proof The coordinates come from direct substitution; the hori-
zonta1 tangent comes most easily from (13). This gives
t~:JI-"o as y --77 :!:I -2t!3 •
Lemma 12 For t ~ 0, Y = if ;'(1-t) <: -\-/ vie have Cl real double point
at u = 0, v = + ~ (t 1)/-~ (1-t) - 2w, 1flithtangents at angles,




-1 [(;+ tan 1
- .';,2('; / 2(1 - til)
we have an isolated real point corresponding to a pair of complex
critical points.
Proof '''le have already established that (5) gives complex values
of x for the value y ~ 'V2(1-t)!3 ';?'-w. But for this value of y
u = x [2(y + "I} + x:tJ =- 0 and 1e also get v ::...4(,\- 1) j?(1
3
- t) -2vl.
For ¥2(1 - t)f3 < -cv '-le have from (13) that
1
2Cy + w)
end this gives the tangent directions. ~urther it is not difficult to
check that the direction given by positive square root corresponds to
the positive sign for u in (6).
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, ",~et811(td, • 1,lBis-C
d duon tbe u. 0 l"Y ft are g1 en by Cl' .. Tr • 0 and thiD gives
th equ tion
'1'2 + at.... 2x ~ • 0dy - ...... ...... -
ro (.5 w - ... - (16)
hene the f .qu tlon for euep poi.nts ie
aCt _5/9)14 .. .ft
3
·"{ - 10\ ~l ~ ...16wy .... 't (t-1)(t-!) ..
T ~.) 81 2?
assuming (y1 +. 2t/3 - 4/9) p O.
justified).
(This shows that Assumption A is
To investigate the solutions of (17} we consider the problem in
terms of the intersection of the two curves
z = yb .. 2(t - ~)y~
16w
z = - "If-IY.
The first stage of the investigation is the nature of the curve given
4( z. 10t 10):z. 8t( )( 2).. - t - - ...- y ... -27 t - 1 t - -33 9 27
by (18).
Lemma 16 The equation
y' + 2(t _ ~)y4 ;.-~(ta. 10t 10) 1 8t - 1)( t - ~)- -+-y -fl. -( t = 09 27 27 3
has (i) no real root if t>1 or O~ t~ 2/3
(ii) a double root y = 0 if t = 0, 1, 2/3
(iii) one pair of real roots y :: VC if e c o or 2/3 <. t (1 .
Proof We consider the equation as a cubic in yZ and then it expresses
it in the reduced form
(y2 + g_( t _ ~»)3 i< A (yl. +' £( t _ 2.») of' B :::03 3 9
aalculation gives A ::: 2'0/243 so that we can have only one real root for






see that this real root for y~ is ; positive if
- ~)<O zero if ~;(t - 1)(t - ~) = 0; negative if
2- -» O. The result then follows.
3
Lemma 17 The curve given by (18) has only one stationary point and
that is a minimum at y :::0 .
Proof - (20)
Clearly dz :> 0 for y/,O ;
dy
get result.
dz = a if y = 0 and dz 0 if Y < 0 hence we-<-
dy dy
Lemma 18 The curve given by (18) has 4 inflexion points if
t 45/18 ; 2 inflexions if t = 5/18 and none otherwise.
Proof d7.z 30 [y4 ..,_!!:( t _ 2.)yl _m.,J;_ ('t1. _ 10t -" .1.2.)11 (21)dy1 = T' 5 9 T ~5 9 ~ 27 J - - - - - -
_,o we need to solve a quadratic i~ s? and we getTo find df.z
dyZ.
2 2. 45/ 5 5y2. = _ -et _ ) + - (t - -:;-rr)(t.- 7)5 9 - 1 10 o
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lave e J.""'ir f
co1nc1~8Dt roots. o
here (2?) hes one re.l root for y~ t th n
this root is positive if 5/54<t<..2/3
2/3( t<.5/6 •
zero if t = 2/3 and negative if
Proof 8t 2/The product of the roots of (22) is 135Ct '- 1)(t - 3) and
with one real root the sign of this expression determines the sign of the
root. With the results of Lemma 19 to limit the range of t the resultofollows from this product~
Lemma 21 If t<O then (22) has one negative and two positive roots
for y~.
Proof For t< 0 the produc t of the root is nega tive, hence either
one or three negative roots • But the sum of the roots given by
•6/5(t - 5/9) is positive so that we cannot have three negative roots. ~
Lemma 22 If t:>1 then (22) has one positive and two rie gative roots.
Proof For t~1 the product the roots is positive, so that we have
either one positive or three positive roots. But sum of roots is
negative so that at least one negative root, hence result.
Lemma 23 If t ::0 then (22) has one zero oat and hIO po itive
roots.
Proof Product of distinct roots (see Lemma 19) zero hence one zero
root. Sum of roots positive is not conclusive, but the sum of roducts
two at a time being 40/(15 JC 27) >0 shows that both are the same sie:n,
hence positive. ~
Lemma 24 If t = 1 then (22) has one zero root and two negative roots.
Proof Similar to 23. 0 0
Lemma 25 If 0 <. t~ 5/54 then (22) has three positive roots, distinct
except at t = 5/54 where we have a double root and Cl simple root.
Proof If the roots are r,(~), rl~t), r3(t) then they are continuous
functions of t for the range of t (0, 5/54). (We could write down the
explicit formulae.) From Lemma 23 we can write
r 1 (0) > r a. (0) > r1('a) = 0




But the product of the roots is positive hence r3(t)O for the same
small range of t)O. By the continuity of the three functions we need
the product of the roots to vanish if any of them change sign as t
increases. Since the product remains positive, we get the required
result for 0~t~5/54 .
46.
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t - - +3 3
as required. D
From this la.st result a.nd the diagra.ms of Fig. 4 we can sketch in
the cusp line on the diagrams of Fig. 5. It should be pointed out, how-
ever, that the swallow tail points and the butterfly point have not been
confirmed analytically, since we have only found number of roots for (22)
and not the wand y values to which these roots correspond. The equation
for the w - values can easily be written in terms of the vanishing of am
11 x 11 determinant, the discriminant of (17), which involves wand t.
But this is ana.lytically r'ather cumbersome so that we are left with
results of computer calculations which are only confirmations in terms
of particular values of w,t.
- The (u v) - Pictures
Using the basic equations of i 1 and the analysis of these aqua tions
give in §.!. 2-4, it is possible to get reasonable sketches of the u ,v
graphs for any given w,t. Howeve , the analysis of the parameter values
for cusps has not been conpleted and no attempt has been made to calculate
any double points due to intersection of different branches (cf. Appendix
I where such an analysis for double points was done). Using a computer
with a. raph plotter it is possible to dr-aw more accurate pictures using
the basic equations and hence get for particular values of w,t an indi-
cation of the existance of double points. It should be pointed out,
howev er , that particularly in the neighbourhood of y :::-\.;= 1~(5- t )
(t ~ 0) it requires a fairly sophistica ted program to plot 11 the fee tures
that occur.
Usin~ analytic results Bnd information from computer results we draw
the different families of (u,v) graphs corresponding to characteristic
values of t. In Figs. 6-12 we give some of these families of graphs
together with the t = const. (w,v) graphs which can be used to string
together the family to get a t = const~3-dimensional picture. Also
included on these diagrams are the indic?tions of the number and type
of critical points for potential functions corresponding to the components
of 'JR4t -{bifurca tion set}. Only the number of maxima and minima has been,
written down since the number of saddles is always one less than the total
of the other two. The results for these numbers was obtained from rough
drawings for graphs of (2), (3) and (5).
In Fig. 6 we give in 6a the (w,v) graph deduced from the u = 0
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of the complexity of the )(4+ y4 unfolding appears to be tied up with the
xy' and Xl yo terms it May well be that t be dia grams Q f this cha.ptel",
together with the cV: 0, 0<'<:" 0 results will make it possible to understand.
the unfolding of x~ + y4.
It we consider just the neighbourhood of the origin in tbe (u,v,w,t)
apace and the (xty) 'st8te'-space, then we have the ssme pictures as those
of Appendix 7 in the neigbbourhood of the origin. If we ellow non local
points in the (x,y) spece we get a version of the parabolic umb11ic
without the disadvantage of having the obvious least 'minima' at infinity.
'1'0 get the pictures we just consider those of Figs. 6-8 in the neighbour-
hood of w = u = v = o.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DOUBLE RIEMANN-HUGONIOT CATASTROPHE
In this chapter we give a preliminary survey of the unfolding for
the function V(x,y) I! X4 -t'i y"'.
A universal unfolding of the function
V : ~~ ~ lR_
(x,y) ~ x""" ... s "
we call a double Reimann-Hugoniot catastrophe.
D,efinition 0
The reasons for the name ....Jill be given in '§ 3 of this chapter.
S 1 Concerning Mather's Unfolding
Under COO _ equivalence we have the Mather unfolding of the germ at
the or~g~n of the f nction X4 ~ y~ given by the formula
V",= X4 T\ y'" =r=:' +rg(xt.y ~~xy"2.. ... wx~ +&Xy + ty'l.. -ux-vy
where m = (t, 01'", (j,~ , w, t, u , v ) ElR'iJ.
Lemma 1 The germ at the origin of the function Vm., - x~ ... s" oj, g x
2y'L.
has the unfolding given by
Vm* .., (Xi y2. + OI'x1.y ... ~xyz. + wxJ.. + ~:KY + ty2- -ux -vy
for 19\ -:f 2.
Proof Usinp: Wall's exposition [1]; for the Nether unfolding we
find that we need to calculate the ideal I generated by the polynomi Is
V ... , 4x3 + 2gxy2. , 4y?' of. 2gxl.y. Since V '" is homogeneous Euler'sm~ ID
theorem tells us thet we only need to consider the generators
~V '",~
"gy
Thus every element of I is of the form
PI (x,y) X (x'l...~ y", of! Pa. ex, ) y (y'l. of' 1x1..)
for P, ' P2.G R [x,y] • :l.
With PI = y, P,_= -gx/2 we get x~y(1 _. g"l./4)e-I and with
PI = -gy/2 , PI. = x e get x '!(1 - "/4) f= 1. So for I sl i 2 we can
genera te xi y , xy ~ terms and their multiples. Further since
V '" = x ~ + gy (x '5 s) + y (xy3)
m
we get x se I and similarly ytS~ I. Thus ell 5th order terms and hir.;her
cl. So the quotient RLX,y]/I has only polynomials with terms in




80 that, as a linear space over lR
gives the required unfolding.
y'> =(-g/2 )xLy
, the quotient as a ring R [x,yJ /I
o
Lemma2 The germs of the functions V • = x+ ~ 2xly2. + y4 at the
o In




• = (x-:l t y2)'2. so that as shown by Kuo [2tp13~the jets defined
by these polynomials are not 02 sufficient a.nd hence [2,pUl}ve get the
infini te number of topological types in the neighbourhood, 0
So for Ig I • 2 ...,e find that we could not he.ve expeoted to get any finite
unfolding at all in Lemma1. ',[e see then that the unfolding is in some
sense invarient "lith respect to the variation of yfor 1,/)<2. The
presence of the X2.yl term in the unfolding shows, however, that v81"i8tion
of yWill alter the C~-~ype of the g~rlnat the origin anywhere in the
range 1,/1<2. However, the ,topolo cal type is not necessarily altered
by changes in y.
Lemma3 The functions X4 +. y4. x " + yXl.yL + '1 ~ : 1RL--'>'IR are
topological equivalent for Iyl < 2.
-;n~ lRLProof To prove the equivalence we construct a h~meomorphism 11'<; ~
to satisfy the def1nition of topological equivalence. Let the eoordin",
ates be (x,y) , (5,,) in the two planes so that the two functions are
X4 +'I"l/y1 + '14 and S4 + ':t. ·If we now put x = r C08~, 'Y I: r sin~
and s. f C08 ¢ , ") • p sin ¢ then the map
~ = ¢
.cos'"¢ + y cos 1. ¢ sin 2. ¢ + sin 4 ¢
will be the required homeomorphism for Ifl< 2. The condition on 'j 1s
suffioient to ensure that x~ + ;X1y2 + y4 1s positive definite. Thus
term under the root sign is positive for all ¢ and the function well
.. =p
defined and continuous.
( ) h 0!.2.!.!. i The equivalence of t·. t~nctions includes the C -equivalence
of their germs a t the origin.
(11) 'j:hequivalence does not necessarily mean thet for values of
tY,f->, b, w, e , u, v not 811 zero, changes in 1do not now alter the
topological type of either Ue goam or the li?lohal fune tion.
,,-
fhorold:t can b. d"eerlbed in ter $ of tb.. l.nf1nt. t tl .n010.1\1
Bp.C. Id er of COO funet10M ( 1R\ 0) ~ (!R. en. 1.n t. e of t is
cl•.• cript10,n.. tbe 'l"eults or tb10 .ction are (Sa follows &
(:1.) J(~" 11\ t (fR2 ,6) ~ ( IR ,D) u. • ntr.u C co .,flIt 1,•• t sell" "
with cod! en ion S.
(ti) tt1.ng coordinates t1" ns....ra~ to tb:1 at.•• ta \Ill n.' d .10'IIlS
oa.. coordin te ire,ot:ton otb.r rme be,10 to' different et1"'at ot
co41. .en 1.on a I\d two g,~ in. IStre,t. of tt:18:1t.0041 on.100 (te ',.
1 .lld 2).
This to 010,' cal • ul".l.nce apr-Gads 8,1011« the dift.rebt C .q,ui....,l.ne•
... ~1>ec:.rs re;.
t~at. eQ that x+ .. r: ~Ue. in 6 topolot1ca1 atH.ta .of CQ,tit, cUiullion.~ / •
Clearly ueh more 1"mina to:' tb.co pl.'. (leiter! tio,. of the l"elatlQft-
btp 'ttveen th Cl00 !!tDd 0° .trata tatm. tutl h'bourkoQ4ott •• of
X4 .. .,4.
~_2 '£be Loe 1 Blfure"ttoft S,.
tn the ueul pietu.l'l or the b1fupcatlo.ft .et tor .pltc.t1ob. we are
COflcerned with the 8'10b&1beboy1our ot • f ,111' of pot at! 1 t .tiODth
~. equat101'UJtor th•• pot ...ntl.1 (uDctione. are oot ,1h.a fro" 00!18i4e .. -
.tioa of gel' 8, but once d..ply.a tb. local nature :1aneglect.d. If we
••• trict ottr .1.ee to 0. ftet b.uvh·oodof the or 1ft w-ben loold ..ng t t Et
pot. t1al funetto G, we find' rl!lltber 41tfe,reD'tbtfuFcultioft •• t,. 'We
.b.ll ctJill che Olearl, tb.~.:oou14be
• d1tfe:rent eet tor tl two ca .s of to,010" •• l, and S (loth ,u1.,81.&e.
of p08.,
«.L\) get the 1008:1 toolo' le&l bitu~-oo:t101l .t tor x .. y we IlU81t
cOIl.id ,. in detail the t:op-ololoelequivslpc •• f the jet. d: :fiR d by
tbe .,.. tih.l" unfolding. As G first step we ,rove the fo.liering ttl or.,
s-el tin to the de, •• ,s of sufficiency r,,::] ot the jete i.n JrC2.1) give'll
'b1 tne H th r unfold1n!h
pC •• y) •• 4 ... 14 .. '1'1'/ ,7.. ... rx-s2..y ... (3X14 + wx'- + ~lt + tyL • US ... vy
.e'J".eente s jet t the on in thllt ls topol.o ,'C) 117 fini.tely det&rmin d
it Iyl <.2.
reof. \(f) prove this theorem b eetebliehing the de" e of ;1.'I!lf'fielency
for tbe jet in ell cases. Toe r 8ults require the use of two mothods
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,roy.d by Kuo. the (11"81:LlJ.] illvo11ng projective varieties
H, • U% .. V I
B • wx' +drf .. tyL ,L
H3 • CX'v2.y ... (Sxy1. •
Ii•• x .......IXL'lt ... ':{4,
.ftc! the •• eond l2] .r.quirift 10c81 £OtOI"188t101l o.t 1. and~. Forox 07
Q,v Dot betb Mro Bl d.termlttee the topolo ,i.ctll tne of the jet so that
w. have • aO - 1 - d terlllned jet. &.rh ee of .uu.ffie1ellcy 1e thu8 1.
For u ••• 0 but ~ 1." "wt we bave g 2. !Ii 0 &' l1o'n-s1n~1" ,rojective
...r1.t1 50 that 'bytbe firt &thod [4J tb jet hili" de"8. of 6uft1d.elltcy
2.
'L.
For u ... = () eftd ~. 4wt We can 81l'bd1yid. l~tb ,five C8 .fJ (A) B1.. • 0
i.e. 2)." ... t • 0 , (B) b. W ;I 0, t '" • {cl ~. , 1III O. W ~ 0 I
(D) wt ~ ,RUO'15 11'81:·ethodpplte. (t:) wt " O. Kno' :firstm:ethod
doeCl not give 8 re '01t.
1. begin \dth the most 41£f101.11tC8S8., wt " 0 and !I,e.when the
8\11'11e1.nt condi t1o.l\, given by ~UO'8 first 'ethod epply.. Tbe vDl"'i.ety
B;z.• 0 has. rep. ted factor ad it H!. .. () has d ,t1' et t8ct~rs none ot
wh1ch 8re eo 011 to 82- tken t11 de ee of' ou11101e1'10,. of the jet is
,. III terms of para.et.re this Qcu'responds to Or-f>" 0, 0('/(3 ,l !lwlt.
(... if ~~O. - if 6'<0) "wt ,. 0 , cl"L... 4wt , 11 = ., &II •
en H~:1 110t tr1,,141 fln.d. J!~ .. blls" re,eated tacter, 1.0.
0<' • 0, f3 Ii 0 or (){~ 0, (3 • 0 ,then R'5 has no t,aoto!' 11\ eO.m gin with
lil.("t # O). For It' <. 2, the form !Iq has no re 1 tactors so that it bos
no co on t~J.C~torewi th eithel' Ill. orB3• The degf's. of s'Id'f1ciltney ilS
1.
thus 4 when or!> .0, {K' +($ " 0, '¥it # • c5 4wt • U • V • O. ' ith
CY. f3 Cl 0 and H3 • 0 w rind that the (leg!' ot euf1c1ency is still 4.
'rhe last two paragraphs bve dealt vith (0) 110 that we b",,,,e tor the
re inlng wt tl the C~Uie of jets of the torm
k <orx ... fS '1)"L • sy (<<x .. f3 y) .. xA .. (':XL Y 2.
with w • k~L • t. (31.... ~. 2.k()(P ,1 ••• ~l.. 4wt
witb the. wo can UB. Kuo's second method. To ap
the tr8r1sfo:rmstion (" rou.U.o'n and magnifioliltion)
I • ofs + ~1'
t •._~x .. 0(.,
To (hal
lA the pnerel cas. it 1$ usetul to be able to ••,u3QlIiI that ~
eo tbat we de 1 with the speclal 0 ,Ill. • first. III this cae we
baye
ra,/dx • 2kX ~ (,/,+",2-)x2.. ;(1/ltOl-t.)YZ. ... (2 +( )x~/8I'(t
.. (6 .. j )Xy1./40(t .'
dr/a'f .. ;(1/2el)XY ... (6 -'I )X1t/40('t. (a +7' )y3/40(t •
with positive 81 for ~.,(S e:ndthe neptt .... sign with C\-. -(3. To
..ppl¥'uo'smtthed we aeed to oalculate tb. !IJOtO:r6 otd F/dX and
a 'Id! of the form <X.~) where Y ls la traction.,l pow.r ee:ri e in Y
of .. der > 1. For 'dr/dx we get .8 e third apPl"odl'l1 tion for tb •
e,,1y role.,nt fector (uBinlt method giv.n by l' 1 • [5. pp.9? ...106J).
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x • i2.(!(1/8kcx1.,. ... 'L.{l(1/64kcx6Ht_ (6 ... 3/8tt» ...
... y2.(iC 1/512kt."~'O)( y'L_ (12 .. '18k. ... 1/8k. 1.)( ...
(,6 ... 27/8k ... 1/,2)£1.)} ,.. X 3) ) )
if f" 6 ... ,/8k and v": (12 ... 9/8k ... 'f/8k2-) 'I +. (,6 +27/8k ... 1/32kl..) 4- 0
for 1,(/<.2. If yL. (12 l' 9/8k ... 1/(}kL)'j'" (:56 + 27/Sk ... 1/32k1.) 0
for some rel •• I!I.1'1t 'I ten we .ust us•• in pleoes of the vluliohint. t .
th•• ppro.x1met1on
y (a '('1- 6 - '/9k)«Z "'y>/k'" (1- 6., ,/ )/64)/,1 k"!>«'4 ... x3).
1m ease -y. 6 ... '18k, ''I \< 2 we:set the tee.o!' (to s.con.d order
.Pllro:d,m tion)
X. .. y:1.(! 1/8k 0(1.. .. y4-(';(2 +'1 )/4096k3 ",,10 .. XZ_».
If w now subs t1 tute he.. as expreseio1'\.a :for X in J FId! we en c&lcula t.
wh.t Kuo denotes ee -1 [2, ».221].. f,J' do not need to 'beck $ubat1.tute into
2JF(OXeince tb. tector are re~l to 6u.tt1c1tUl.t-l.y high order of 8pproxt ot:lOr1"
Tb. re.ul te after" coft.side",l•• aunt .f elem.entary .algebrl' ares folloW81(._,r: 6 }/8k, k $ueh that Ii' <2 •• '/52<k<'I0!0,/£l+, 31.. ,.
(b) Y f. 6 ,18k, 'I ,I .: 1/41q n 1. • ':h.
(c) 1''' 6 }/8k, 'I • ..2 1/4k. 111 <- 2 -> k > 1/16 and s1lle.
16112..... 1?k/2 .. 1/'" # 0 for s'llch le w., get n 1- .. 4.
Ue1a th •• Cl. thods we con g.t t· e· r.i •• at tG.c·tOl"$ for' F/ Y 88
2. ").. 1. (I." 2.( 1. . 3X .. y (t(a +()/It~"1 .. t (:(6 .. yH,2 +'j) /00.. ... t ,:(6 .. j) (2 ...'j)
/16 ~'O ... X.3»)
all 'II <2 and sub t1tut1on 1n (;)Idl . e ' v lue8 :formj_ a tollows'
(a> 'I~.2 ...1/ltk .III~ -2.
(b) j. -2 .. 1/ltk , ...... 1/8 )1/16 H.e. '71.( 2). II 1 III 4.
'(c) 1* ,k * 1/8, 1It1-. 6.
Co billing tho result. for 111, n t we get tbe de ee of sufficiency
fer the jet ...
( ) t " -2 ... 1/4k, d.egr.-e of Buff:i.cienc7 • 4,(ttJ 'j -z + 1/4k .. 1. k/1/1 lit ~ 1/8 tiec ,. , • •
(c) 'j • "' k « 1/8, a.gll' of 81lff1el ney = 7.
Returning to the case ex-- P!.~ we must factorise the genera.l
expressions (1), (2). For()F/dX: "le et
X-y \ 1J((!:/2k(0(1.. -f f})'- .,.y(-O(~(,,/, - rl-)(2-Y+1/2k)/k( O("L+ (52.),+ +X J),
if 'IF 2. + 1/ k , In the special cases we have y:::: 2 + 1/2k nd get
factors as follows
(i) X- Y 2 (or(lJ§i5ff8!1/2k( 0(L+ f})"7...- +Y L( _"'~C4k~1 ) C(/~~ ( 16k-5 ) 0(1... (Sl..../
4 .
2(4k+1)'" fS Y+Xz._»
with k ; 1/4 not being a special case except for vanishin of
cx~, (Slt terms in the innermost br cket.
(ii) There are real val es of ~J~ giving
0(4 16k - ~ 2. az._- y-<'f
+ 2(4k + 1 ex IJ ~ IV = 0
when -1/4<k~1/32 (k = 1/32 gives ex = ±~) nd for k(-1/8 we satisfy the
condi tion 'yl< 2. Thu in ome cases vle eed the a proximation
X_yL(o.-(3/2k(PI-;< rt 'jL- +y3 (-3 O(~ (3" (O(t.;..(l Y/8lk.'t (0(1.; rt)r -x 2-)')
Substituting these expressions for X in (2) ~e ,et the following values
for nt -
(a) 'I p 2 + 1/2k , (Orlf-,)-+ + (t - 1/4k) (cY/f->)'7...- + 1 ~. 0, n 3. ::; 3
(b) f p' 2 +' 1/2k, (a-/(S't + ('1- 1/4kT (o.-/(St "" 1 = 0, which can happen
for k>1/16, n~ ~ 4 ;
(c) y :::-2 of; 1/2k ) n i = 4.
Simila ly for the relevant f ctors of (2) we get
X _ y1-(2( 0(.4 + Y'/- (l ~()'t '/IiI'~CO(t. ~ f.>l. )l... :' Y(2 ( Cr1.- _. (31.- J( .,..4 ~ y()(~ 1S
t
... (3'+)
(3(2 -1 l[( ~1... ~ ~'t J'L -f' (<<4 ~ Y 8('tf31.~ (3't J/'l(t(3tJ'/cx~( 0(1... ~ (3t)4 + x,»,
for all 0/ f.(S1.. , lylc:,2. ",The substitution th~n gives-
(a) k>1/16, Iyl<. 2, (CXL(Sj4: T (y - 1/4kJ (0( /(3)'_ + 1 = 0, m i = 3
Cb) mt = 2 otherwise.
Thus us"n ml and n, we get the degrees of ufficiency-
(a)_ t l 2 + 1/2k , ('ai: /(3)'+ + C Y - 1/4k) COr If.>,1.. .... 1 l 0, degree of
sufficiency = 4;
Cb) other ....rise, degree of sufficiency = 5.
This complete the cases CD), CB) in the list of subcases for ~L= 4wt.
The t 0 oa 8 (B), (C) ."8 .,,....tr10 uncleI' the »811' of C II tIS
W+7' t. ()("~ r3 t .0 tbat w•••• d only c'ona1der ODe of th•• 1 4.t 11.
For (0) we 'hen get t. jet
Z(v.y) • "2. ... ~xt_1 ... (3yLX .. X4 ... y-xL t: ... ,,4
with
Z. (x,1) • 2 ()(.,. .. (3yt..... X ~ ... 2'jSyL ,
Z7(Jt7). 2t1' +O(x1.. ... 2"X7'+ 2y .. 1..-,1.. 4,.3.
If 0(" II: (3 • 0 theD the til'st eth04.. 11. ..n 4. I' • ot 8 ft101.11011&
• It 0(. 0 thon ". can ••• • f3 .,. () and. pt .,.-.1 eD'8r7 taotor1. tlOD,
Zx vltb teeterll t
r-(!h .\ (,.~.) -.)
an z,. '" th f'.c ton
7 • ,. .. (! (t ...~ ...fat) ) •
For (3<"0 • pt ..I • , t • I • ,/2 so th.t; 4.&1' ••
Wit (3'> w. pt 0 11 l' • 0 to .",b.tit. ·t. 1 Zy.
tac or ".:niahe., thie ,,, •• ,, i • nd w•• t111
ot suttiol.rlY i It.
•1 ce re 1 prt of Zx
t 4 •• the degr.. ot
.01I1oi.210,..
It iD (C) w•. eve 0( ~ 0 t 12 t 1.• ,roclu •• 'hI' .. "u C8e8" p" 0 •
IS • o. 'I" 0 , f3 .)' • O. The COI'l' 8 0 41 t. tors ot tor 1113'
. etho" ..... r
1 • XZ ( • c: • x (-~ ... ,.}.) ) ~zMJ. (S ~ 0 •
T-Z~(-~ +x7_(.~ +"1-))~.Ot~" '1"0'
'1 + 2x2..-0("
S...t!.tut.io. L Z, al••"
Ca> (XL ~ t t cK ~ () J 1. 2 ,
(b) (XL. Itt I ex- " 0 • f> ~ 0 or if?>. 0 • d Y " 0 I Il, ., ,
(0) !XL. 4' • {)("0 If>. 'I • o. ,. 6.
Fact rlelnB Z, w. •• 1 the... ca.e.
r-x'(·fr.x·(~ .x~({ -/) +7,)))
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Wit' ..._tt.,.u .. la z. _nBS
(.) cl~ "l. 0<" ~ 0 •• , ., .'
(,) <X~ ~ • 0(1.. ... , , of ~ - (3 J;4 I ., • 4,
(ol' 0<'(3~, 0 • ~\.. It" • ex • -- f3. t\ (u...... '/- (32." wlal.,. .1..-. b•
.. 1..-l)t af."•• Y • 6ft. > I), ., " ,.
e.) 0<' ~ 0 I ~.o, &'(1... ,. t -I . ,.
"._ th... _1,." .t _,• -I ... pt .. "ant ,.f •• fthi.M, •••••
c.) {)(,1' O. 0(2. ~ ., , ......• t •••ft.,._,. • .. '.
n.)o.--/3 ~ 01 0(2." ,f (K ", -(31' ....... of .. tft.t~.,. ., t
(0) {)(~~., • 0(2.." ,Dc' • -(3/". ''Il..t: I _ (Y", 0 .J (3 .0
y '"0 • 0(1...~ •• ,d...... 01 _tI1."_7 • ~ i
(,) ()(~ o. (3. y • 0 t, 0(1.. ,. I ....... t ..,rt.i •• , • '1 I
••• "'le ... ,:b.a tlI (8) _ (E) t... ~1... ""'".
,. .. at wttl:(A) .. 'II 'lui JOl,:...ul
..:; V•• (3,) •• 4- • y-.:t.,L +,Lf
",t.ta .. ele.pl1 ce; .. J _ ••_ II afS~ o. ,IF10.')8' ... _.1' [3J ..
, .. ,.... ...U. _lJ11.1e ,... 3-' u o· tel'ltl... t•• 0( -0 • (3,J 0 •••
VI 0 • t3 • 0, '" ,It... latt.,. 1 -..14 fof' .11 __ v. ••
". ' .... 1 .....• t •• ., • " • S • • • 0( • (3 • 0, eaiJ' + .... lUiaS ...
",.tale" tM. ~., It,••• ".. of lufftd... ,. ,. tor Iy\~ I, • tor'lort
,fJIJ Iyl <2. 0
,... ,... \I'1.t1.. 1)"\ L_ 2 I.a ue.hl ,. HUol.., th. v_kl •• , ••,••-l.
...... la "'. CMllolaUo•• t til........ f ..,lia! ,. ·•••• 1...,.11 to,
y .. I a w , .... _het_ 01 'he ot;",. 'P ,eft for " "ftl \h. j.'\
la ••t 0· tt1.1.. '.
!pp"" (1) .~ _. ,.~.,1... .. ,'t , ... , c... tlf'S..l •• t'
(11) .~ .. ,b.%.r't • 74 •• L,. brI .. ~z.. te eot c.""."ttlc.l.at
.i•••... aft writ•••
hI • 7)1.. • (Jr" ,) [(x2- .,Z.Hw.,iJ
..... ~l.te tb. ,_r••
fbi., 1- t... 1 ot'l" 1 ilot' •• :a•••
of ..neowhi h the j t {x
tor R+ .hieh elln 'b.el'.ctol'!.sed .pill irato r•• l 11••• 1' t.ctor-e.
14t (& + PlY) b OIl. of the.eliae.r f.e,tore. .. the j.t
(. + p, -r)'2.. .. ( ... PI') [C. ,. p 1')(... P1.,.)(X" 'z_1}J
18 cl.~rlyDot OO-auffiCleat. CJ
(Fa,. y>2 the proof ot thSos l..4IftllIUl d,eee Ilot hold aiDe •. wedQ not hev 1'•• 1
li.eer faotoro for' II4-)
th the parAmeter spaoe, Wi for the pol1Dolal p(x,,.) ot h.Q~tun1
we cet! a.,tD. eQut.l.et1c.olee •• e by d.gr•• ot uttle.lellc .W. h 1fe in
Tb.ore I a"crlbed b. el!eb:re.ic geo .try ot Ut~U1.equ1gelenceolsj,lceo
1n .ll 8..dlIHuu,lol\al .,. g10u coataln:t:I.J! the orin". b~t tb. compl te
cl.script-l0a of tbe ge• .,.try' 1. $t111 lac1d.llfh
c.or.l~q' _to ..f,tb.e~,.. " Tb' 017f10,tal p(x .,) of ~.Orp 1 is
.-eutficien t to ISOJUt o-rdeJ!' 1t ',/'.::::.2.
Proof 'Co,.. uftlc1 t 1.'p11•• v-Guffie'1eftt [2,. 'P.,!!'] 0
00110,.11"1 g to, I£beor!. 1,
.lgebraic ..ariety pCs ,.) •
'yl<2.
!Z0o~ If d /d'll • ciP(dy h.•v. '"COlOIOn"ectQ!, in a uelhbourhood
01 the on II P 18 Dot eO... uttlcl&'ftt toell7 ord.el'[2, p.25lJ.-a'5J.
But by !h. or. 1 p(~ 7) 141 CO.. ;Qftlo1·e1!l;t. :hlla d ·Id. • "JI'fd., uYe DO
Xi p(~ ,.) 18 8. 1ft 1'hur.1,.tb.en the
bae ea ieoa..ted 6i:ngul rity at <0. } it
ne! hbourhood of the or~g1n.· o
fhOlll ha., ela! d and 1;10 baa q\tflu,t1olld Dn tbe prooto,' the •• '"
1>1
re.aoDable r •• ult tbtat tbe topological tJPl' of a f. ('11< .0)-7> (iR .0) u
d.terlltued bJ the to'polo cal tn- t1t the set ,-1(0). it grad the) P. 0
exo.»t at x ,. O. it· thiB result eetebliehed we C!lU ' . t t tho 1001
topological ua:s:toldlDg O,lx+ + 1'+ by using .Ejom. etho4 to calculate the
roast factor; of h~),.) it 0 ln tb. rl&lg bOU1"ho04ofth 01'1 "'. '1:h1 iD
oomethin t e " . as t .proof giyen ror Theor.em , ~nuJwe follow througb
th,e ca ea! th proo.f of heore "cloaely.
~t!a1~1Q-n '.• .1.' ,br J'J 16 of tlil.n it t :0 f!J of ~- 'CG} is
to)olo .1.o117equl't' 1 nt to 11; i tine' l1ftfuS tbrou . .h t " Ol"itr1n :n. ~1.
l~t.d J'M) -nt.
riot. t 1'1116".f1n1 t10n do •• not elai~ 0 be on exh nat1.,-., clarusitic9tion of
~"nll8 A For' (XtT> 0'1 '1'heol'tlm 1, ,<!IdeO) ia of tYP.-11t U," not
both zero.
Proof ns.ejO't 1. 1- uff141el'lt. 8.0 to.po~Qg1c.lly d.t~u::·1n04 by
ux .. "11. Ue p.J (0) NUX" vy • 0 t.e, .of tne-1. 0
!.em B r.or P(x,y)of '.rh or •• 1. U • '" • ' .. S z, ~. 41ft ow have
tfS '<, t+ t od tn••2 it cl~> 4-wt.
oct! 'lb. jet 18 2",.,1111"101.11' Se) we jUlllt Qon-aid :r, the quadratic
~~. 0
Le. 0 ror P(,t.7) 01 The.oh!f,l 1, \1 • ," $ O. S; SI' W 1# tu 0 th.en
we h ve, Or (3,J. 0 .... t1P«t-3t ex. 0 • ~;., () and IX '" 0., f:; • 0 .. t",e ..! l
o: • (3 • 0 .. type.B.
01' 1'/1< 2, 0..- • (3. 0 6'1.... -1(0) ,"
1[4 ... yx2..,2. *' ,,4 .. 0
Clearly t e 'On ft oftly antyp8' '.
Fo.r ()(.o. (3~ 0 aod (3.0, ex,lO.e b,.e b,. tu'. :r.... ult [,] tbat this
1.8 t.opol-o c.lly equivalent to. .,"1.'1 + ,4 .ndtll.Fe ..1(0) '1. cl.-:rl;r .t
tn.·".
W1th ~(3 ~ 0 the jet i. }..."utt1ctent 80tb..t 'we n••IH!OQ11 cott&lder
8'3 " 0 ••O(.~,... f3xyl.. • 0 and $'1.. 1(0) 18 .of tne.). 0
,tem_ D For ph",,) otTh.oro 1,. u • " ill 0. ~1.. 4wtt ~. w=,O
, tl 0 0(1.> 4t w. ha.... 'n....I.
a,. TheOJ)' ""e hay. 48 "•• of suftle;iency ~,. to.r thif'105Be
and W~ mu t con&lder tn. Y6ri.ty.
PCx,,,) • ty1.+ <X'xt.y ....~xy'L .. J(4 .. Y ...1.7 t. .... 7'+ • 0 to fltttl p.( ) ..
By t • ,. .u1t st.,n br t1.1kttr[, ,.106. 'rh. 3.2] the e i aUftiq.
t.o tcu:"1a. t10n
(1 ,_ (r) ,(2.)'" Cs). ...(4)
) (7 - 7 )(r·' )(~•, )
whe..e ,,( 1) e'te co ples 'raot-t'Oul powell' • rie. Furth r W~ kQoW'tbat
the orde!"u 'Of 1(1) ere all Don"JUllt1Yf1 [5 »..,106. Th. :,.,].
"e find two factor 01 •• t"o $1"dor. The., f.o\ol"$ e. .. of l'10, ll'l.t.rel:t. t.O
tte det,ert:U.usUOA 0"1 ~ 3 -of ,.1,(.0) in t. 1~hourho{Hl of ttl ~rie:1.
'. Ne t'OJl'$ pol,r;en!llt od b 'V r, 1.0 give two root
real numbers.
of type-2.
'l'hueP-' (0) has two rea,l curves through the origin and is
o
L'emmaE For p{x,y) of Theorem 1 u ;:V II: 0. 6" c w = 0. t F 0,
4t,. the germ of P-' (0) is of type-O.
Proof As lor Lemma D.we get. the 'Newton polygon with the only
relevant segment joining (O.Jt.), (1.,2), (~tO) end we use the substitution
7 ~ XZ(c, ...7,) to give
x+(1 .. ClDe- + tc~ ) .. c~ (3%' + e121x' + c; xlt ...
y, [(0<'+ 2tc, he'" + 2~c,xs + 2'1C,xb+ 4c~ xg] +
7~ [tx'" ...{3x'5 + 1x" + 6c~x~J ... ,.~ (4c, x~) + 714 x'2
We th4t1lchoose C1 as a complex rooto! .,...e1C\'" ... tc~ • 0 and note that
(lY + 2tc, ) '" ° for 0(1.. ~ 4t, Weare thus reduced to the linear eque tion
si tUB,tion for the determination of all the further coetf1c·ients
[5, p.101-102J. With c. complex end the further coefficie·nts 83 in the
.xtension field W[e,] we have only x • y -= ° 88,t1sfying the aqua,tioD
~ .. e, x· + .. "& x"!. ... • ••
Thus W8' have p- I (0) of type...o. 0
Note" , '!'heassumption of non...z ro radius of convergence tor the power.-series is sufficient to prove that x • Y = 0 is only real point •
Lemma F
O('L .. 4t then
~.O, y<O -
For p(x,.y) of '!'hear.mi. u :I • :: ,0, ~:I W II: 0. t .;,0, if
we get. rfi ~ ° - type-1. [3 - 0, v>0 - type-2 ,
type·O,.
Proof Working as in Lemmas D, E we get y I: X2(C, .. y\) with
e ;I: 42t --2/c<. B,nd this tves remainder,
+ 1, (2~c,x5+ 2yel xl.+ 4c~x~)
+ ., ~ (tx4 + ~X5 +yx{, +6C~lC~) + y ~ (401 x8')
The Newton polygon ethod gives substitutions
1', • xiCc). + 1'1 ) (3~O ;
y) ::x(c 2. + 12.) ('J • 0, "I f.
1, • ][2.(c, + 1J (Set I: 0
which leads to the equa tion.s
~ ~ ;
~. o, y ~ 0 J
o~ ., ...6 10('" f-, .. '/ = 0 .'
For ~<O -we .t .... &1 valu for c'1- and two real series in Kt bes;1,ftilllg
..zaz./rx. !~.~ IO(Z. ~ ...
This ;1••8 two lo.cl1 1th.x~() halt plan. 1••• \II at a el'lilgle cusped
curve (CUff);) at th orig:ta) troe tb. pai.J"of •• 1*"1.8,. Hone. for ~<:. w.
ha". p.1 (O) of '-11'8.1. It 'W chonge tb.si· o,t both fj and .x we 8ftt
.Xtlctl til 'sa& situ i 8.0 that tor (3) Wft bave .cusped <)urv& in
~~O bBlt plane nd a i typ8.1,. Of' t,he f3 '1$ 0 Cl sea WY'. onl
in te.ger powe.. t)f X i1lvol"et'l. t.. otM " or to me 1) ona Hive tho
result.. 0
'f4 g,g The thtr .. C8Seo
" ~ 0 given by ~1.>4w • ~2Z 4w I'
tQ result of Lee DJ E. F.
of (•.,7) with tl .. V III O. 2)". t '::I O.
~ ~. 4w h... to 010.g10.1 tn.. al\alogoua
C]
,Le Ii If ht.,.) of !b.c)I.".
sa t!'sn.a the fur' her coodt tt:ons 61
, -I (0) 1. ot tl .-1.
2-
1 tuaa' u .. " c O. b .4wt, wt ';0 aad
(w)~)O, o(/I'Wl/iii jk ~I \t//iWi tb.~
fl"O~t "'he' polno.,el(x,y) i. ·t)t the tOl"t!iJ
Id. (,,) </IWIx • /ltI7.t+ O('xl-,. .. ~'1y'L .......
a.4 tt, theorem 1 :18 a , - .u.t'tlc=ient j.t. tt1n
, '. ! / /iii aDel 1 ~. GriD B.,. wet
(C</lvl/iii .. ~/l tl/ll..,/) J!'.. i(ftl tlj{~, ,. !c('/1 wi /iti) ! 2}
...It l(w) ... (w/ 'tI' /iV") f 5.'
"L '- ~.yX'7 +1
le • (X .. y) l,/i:l,
Us!.ft the.tOft 1,. 'J1 I thoa \'fa p,t
1• Cl y\. ... A.~1'2. ... • ••
w"here. 01 la given b1 0l'l..elp(v) <,v,.,1iii .. c4/wlilt.J}8f1d Al..' •••
a'!'. 61:,.ln b1 lill"r e ueti,otlet ',en C, 1« r.,a1 we get;, ., 8'lngle ell pet
eU". 1ft r~o hD.ltp14Jl pven bY' t 0 1"'OO'ts for 0 ,eo Uu~t p-' (0):1. Gt
tn.""t. 1th e~with tb:. op ott •• 1.~ we call reduce to thebo El cese
t>r t)' nt;1~g th 8i of t.~tty,.-1 .p.in with t.b8oingle
CUBP d e\UJ'Y' il1 Y~O.lt ,lone. 0
tom_ l her 1$ r aui t COll' .a'Pon~il'lto .Lenu.N it in tb•
• 1. . (w)~<o • cl Cl.--/lwl/iii ~ -p I'!I(W) cQae. 0
x,),,) 0 t!ore '\ttl th tt ~ v:= • ~1.. "+wt. wt ;. o •
• igl1(v)~>O •• ti.ti •• te furth.r eond1tiollcx/lwl/ltl .(j/(tJ/TWi •
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'1ft 1/)
• • cU.t1tu,t re.l ro t for C, an' ..
tlonhoco. 1_ 1"0 ta.
..f the qui·.. '10
u atit tlol'1 of ,UII. 0, th1.
t ., Ii•••
( ,,) • ('1,,1..+ (/ve .. 1/t1..) tS' t(-0(/1 wl/itT)r (4/
... Z{ 1 (w) (0(11 wi JW) .. (SI" ...'(Iv )r
... Xl {1..../w'Tr} + fi/wt.} •
1/\1 )y'}
etoo' poly 011 faotor t10n·
% .0, ,1. .. 1, ,3 .. en
" C, t .. !'Oot ot the . fl•• tlc •
t • 0·.14.4 tid." quaUo •
, • ..Pe 1.,. b1 al'" n ..o
.1
P(x.,,.) of eo:r. ..
tle t 1"", "
t.
ocl;1t '"t .. (1/., to ... (Iwt, 1/ 1.)
t (lull • tb'o • rh
01* W ~
Cl tb. con t1on. 0 t.
O("/w/'iTr (1/t1.. .. 1/w1.}yS .. (6/.,1.. ... ,/1 ) (e><'1../ "I I )t' .u
.. X I t(2(2/t+ ,(/w)lft) ye' (P«6/w1.+y/w')/I'./~)' ..
... X ~ [81 (v) '1''' .. " .. ] I,•
•• "b.tl tutiolJ I • 't(0t. ..,) ••• h.
,e;. ~11t I. .. 1/wl.)/lwl/itT
(1).•• '1'0 00" it w .'1- t. '1. 1. "no ",1 fro
'yl":"2. '"
U.) (X''' 1. JIQ .lno. ~/4W1t • hI. t .. flv' .. 1/ ).
f. alnoe ,,' • E/-/4>0. •
.r I 4 In an
\II •
h. New ,o.n oL,. ,0 1"e. e,
all t'h. oon-111t1011 - U. 11..4 ~ th JIB
In en t r
r th eq tiD
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sign(w) C,. -t (~/2w3)C2.. ... (GX~(4 ii ~l/4w)/4~wh.["') ;:0
for C 2,' This has discrimina t -4~1w s-which is non zero, since &/ F °
was shown to hold in Lemma, K. Since the method will only give integer
powers for Y in this case and further coefficients determined by linear
equations, we get result by argument given first in Lemma D. o
Lemma~ There are results directly analogous to those of J, K, L
for sign(w).~O and l!>(jlw~1\tii=- -~/lt'lfTWl • 0
In the space of parameters of coefficients of p(x,y) of Theorem 1
we have equivalence classes defined by type-n for n = 0,1,2,3. It is
of course possible to get type-4 when »<: 2 as can easily be seen but
we have continued to use the restriction 'yl<2 in Lemmas A-M. The
boundaries of these equivalence classes de'fine a se.tB~ c:~~.
Definition B~ is the local tOpological bifUrcation set for the
Mather unfolding of the germ at the ori in of th~otential function
defined by the polynomial x4 + ~.
With the aesum tions of Ci)P-'! (0) determining the topological type
and (ii) the fractional ower series involved have non-zero r diu of
convergence we can the get the ollowin~ theorem :
Theorem 2 "Tit a sumptions (i) nd (ii) stated above, Lemmaa A-l1 give
t e local topolo ical bifu cation set for x4 + y4 for all lyf<2. CJ
The local topolo ical bifurcation set is distinct from the global
differential bifurcation set usually studied. This can be seen simply
by looking at the (u,v)-diagrams of Chapte III and comparing tl.m with
the single point of Bt at u ;:v = O. A ~uess might be made that the
further splitting of the ty e-n equivalence classes b the va ues of the
degree of sufficienc would give the local)differenti~ble bifurcation set
or something near it. Further it woul appear reasonable that the global
pictures, topological end differential, differ only because of local con-
sidere tions. Thus to deduce the topolo~ical ~lobal bifurcation set from
the cor es ondin differenti 1 ca e ~ould possibly be a matter of this
extra splitting.
It is disappointin to note that 1is relevant to Lemmas h.-Ivl and
rhence to BI. The romise that we could ignorefin the IvIatherunfolding
to get the to olofical unfolding offered 'by remarks at the end of ~1 is
not fulfilled in the local ca e.
S3 Generel Properties of the Potential Function
T e critic 1 o·nt the potential function
v ('x v) s xJf- of'
, OJ -vy ----(3)
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a... 81Ten by the inter •• ctiona Qf the algebraic cune-.
%; .. ,.. x.s + 2yrr2. • 201X7 • ~7f... • 2wx ... C:;).,. .. 11 • 0 I
r~ • ",,.3 + 2yx1.7 + 2~X7 .Orxl. ... 2t,. • d'z ... v _ 6 •
(J.)---' ... - ....
... - - - - ... (,)
It th. pol7Doa1al (3) baa no r.p" ted tao tor then there.1". at Most 9 diatinct oritioalpoints .•
Proof 'l'hecu.ne (4) f (5) ·ar •. 'both ot ord.r ". ~hU8usiag
r •• ult giyen by Walk.r [5, '1'h ,'1 p.59 ] lt (4) .ail"d (5) do not have.
ooamoncomponent th.re are leas than, lE ,. 9 comao. points. It
(.. ) and (5) hey. 8. (,ollUllOncomp012.ntthen tbe po111101l1.1.ha.e a oo_on
faotor and heno. [2, p.229] w. hay. (,) with a r.p.ated 'actor. 0
It u possible f,or th.re to 'b.' aa infinite I1U1l'b.r otori-tioal tor
V. aillce
The other trouble.om.
be" ..y ...) 'L
Thls giTes X • '!,. consi.ting
C8S. of §2
of entiosl
" * X ~ _ 2 l.,1.. .74 •
1•• possible cboice tor (',.
1. 1. t. 'L ('l.. l)'7_.V -x + 2:x .,. +l:,y - x + '1
ha. a sinl. cr.ttical point 8t z la Y • o.
Lemma6 A co_on coaponentot (4) anel (S> i•• 1ther 8. lin. or ..
ooaic.
Proot (4), and (5) canllot be 140nt:1o.1 tor alll' choice ot parameter ••
AfJ.7oOJlUllonCOJllpollent la given by • COIIIIOI1 factor and tbis can onl1
be ofd.gre. 2 OJ" d.gr •• 1,. :rhus w. pt r... lt. 0
Le.... ? It (ft.) and (,) ha•• a common r.sl linear factor then
y ~ -2.
Proot (It.) end (5) haT. a comaon real linear fectol"
... vex,:r) ha. this faotor r.pe.ted
~ the .... 1 .ari..t7 Vex,y) • 0 contain8 an unbounded
11n••
If t> -2 then \Vex,y) I~ 00 as Ielf,,.) \~ 00 In tho real plane, bon.ca••
• .... 1 .ar1etr V(x,,.) • 0 1. 'bouad.d. 0
LeJllll18. 8 If either po11!l'0~.1·. (.4)01" (5) hae a linear tector that
18 not real. then it ha. a re.l quedratic factor.
Proof Co plex Une.rfact.or of 1"" 1 expression gives complex
oonjugut~ also e factor.
real quadratic.
The product of these conjugate factors is a
t..- It (4). (5) ha eo .on
() od (5) •••• eo mo tic r etol' 11. • , at.
2-
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(i ) ••
.,.
d r ,-1 .0V(.x,Y \<fill ,,1., ~in r ct10n . t ttl r q
7~o
~.. y>-,:" t et pot ntiBl function VC",,,) given :>,Y (,) can
one of t....$ to..i.low n sets of er tic~ points
(8) n ini,. 6n
Cb) 1
(n-1) surdl 8 n. 1'~t'.4t t
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cloo.
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t thi
t
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poin •
qu 1 t
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It the or1r-~n 1 lunetio V<. ,7) ha no M Xi um end there. e 1~a8 th n
10 critioal point t W8 et caee (a). If V has on. axi u we g tone
(b). Lem2ttl 11 holotstb t these re the only nWlbero of m xi re V. rJ
lthou • the C8 of 5 1nt a nd 4 ddle poi ts 10 tOlologioelly
po sible, it ee to b. rue th t for V(x,y) ot (1) this altu.tion
c nnot occur. To prove th1$ equir 8 detailed ue of th 81 eurio
form ot the fUZlction .1 c. it i. 01e81"11 tIO rul d. out by topologicel
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Talue of the state variable x is thus controlled by a R-H catastrophe
wi th control variables (w.u). Similarly for (){=(3 = y:::. 0' .. 0 we get
(10),(11) reducin to I = t, n, = -v and the state variable y being
controlled by (ttv).
Definition 1 (i) The para eters ~,fo,y)6) in the unfolding ot
x'" + y"'we call the interaction parameters;
(ii) The psremeters w,u we call the x-control
paremeters;
(iii) The pur.meters t,v we call the x-control
parameters.
~1s definition suggests the investigation by computer simulation
(and/or otherwise) of the situation in which interaction occuro between
A end B. A is allowed to choose wo' Uo to get the desired state of x
and B is allowed choice of t ,T to control value ot y.o 0 The resulting
x ,y would be ea leul ted tro the 1nime of Vex y) where 0(,(3. 'I,$would
initially be aSBumed fixed as p rametere of the conditione of inter-
action. More generally one would,exp et dynamio models with teedback
trom x :1 vsluee to choice of u,v,w,t an.d perhaps variations in the
values of ~t~tY'S:
~ 5 Conclusions
As et8ted at the beginning of the chapter, this ~s by way or being
a preliminary investigation into some detailed aspect of the catastrophe
we have detined 86 the double Riem n-Hugoniot catastrophe. The individ-
ual sections of the chapter give many indications of what could still be
done. Further it was uggeeted in Chapter III that a good deal of the
standard unfold1n pictures for this cutBstrophe could. be obtained. bY'
continuing the line of investigation of Appendix I and Chept rIll.
In context at this chapter, we see that this m thod will lead to the
differentiable pictures ot the global difterential unfolding. In §2
of thin ehapter we were oiming at the differentiable pictures of the
local topological unfolding. For!' of this chapter we could stat
the a1m s topolopical pictures of the global differential unfolding
although e have not proceeded far in this direction. Tho's original
requirement [9]W88, however, for the differentiable pictures of the
global topological unfolding.. ~"e see then that we need not only to
co plete the lin e of tudy stortod ere, but relate the- to another to
e ou e oman -" o"liot c t.., t
[1] c..... ' 1 ot :rOf'"'
i•• pool.
Co plet er in tl IS f 0 "-.if J.ei.01 111
Jr( ,1), 11lv.ntione th,. 26-"'5 (1<)G).
C~] .c, L in (.1)... 00 .......•......"".t1o'Q10 119-121 1 70).
[!J] •c. u 1018Y t. f Fo8, 167-171 (196 ).
et, Q•
r, ] . .lk.r 1950.
[7] •c. 7... i. Co T.r tic ..
[ ] ..C. l' 11 • 10 C 'Ultf'O
, eO (" liP. r).
[ 1 .: Tb To 1 110.1 J le 1 1010 •TonolOI",r (1 (1969), 3n-335.
'I'l10r,' (~] has introduced the seven e1e'lentary cataatrophoa in .f~+.
Tho 'roOst conplicat' and perhaps the most intereet1ng of these is t.~e Laaf
in 'i~or '5 list, which he calls the parabolic umbilic. In h:'.s book ('5.1
and papors [1,2.] he has dralm some quuatative sketches o£ SQGle t'HO di:m('msit:mal
sections of the surface used in applications of th t"loory.
accurnt.e p:t..ctures of t..'1is surface based on quantative cOl>1pute" r,.n"J.Y:'$L:h
The par aholic umbilio is given by the formula
V ;:: xly +- s" + ty1. + wx2. _ ux - vy (t)
lmera we ~onsider V as ll. potEntial. function
V lR"" x It1 _____,. ]R
with c = (u , v, "', t)"IR+ a point in the unfolding (or control [oS']) space
and (x,y) 2-as points in the state 6pa.ce:ITt •
potential fun~tion
2-
Vc : ~ ~ JR
and for each e we are interested in stationary points of Vc. :.0 t (open
dense) ".lR'" give rise to Vc with isolated stat1onal"Y points and such c ar-e
oalled re({Ular points, the ranaining points belong to the ~catiot1 get,
.J (c]R4) corresponding to those potentials which have coineidenc ,!, l).rr.-:)nr-:st
thair sta.tionary points. The main objective of this paper is to rtne.1yse H
and to draw the intersectione of Dwith the four three-dimensional oool'd1n?!te
hyperplanes of JR" •
'I'he secondary objective ls to dray1 the Laxt-Tell set \;rhicb l14;) nO\1 define.
In 0 ch cO::lnonmt of ]R-1- -B there re 0 t 1 or 2 minirm and 0 or 1 ma.uma.
(saddle points being ignored). The l.axwell convention assicns a prefercmco
to th lower :r.inil'!!uI1l if more than one «Kist. So in those comnonents uj th. .
two l"linir.la. 'HO pick 0 t the set of points representing Vc "rith two eqtlill
1.
:3 ; bOH 'L'";I points of (1) 4r$ Civcm by
-0
1. t:f .. if 031 111 V nl ho,. ThUS w. have 3 C'quationu
U ra 2x (y + w)
v III XS + lJyl + 2ty ( )
u1 '/~p + w)3 (6pIL ... t) ('J)
~. j '( P a J ~(vIs - u'"/12) i' J [(u4/t(j .. t\2.v/2 + v'L.)/16 + t3/f~ J }
+ J[\v/8 ... ·u:·"/)2)- J[(u+/16 ... u'J.v/2"'vl.)/16+t~/54]5, (t)
10 roota of' tho (..~bie oCPULt.ion(8). 4'10 that B app r" to nftist 0
ay le UI.'JO in olJ..lcul tiona
cl I 0 L VG us th ~·orm.
(7
(8)
'jl eo..~tion. (7), (8) can be s en to give- 'l"Nl :pairs (u,v) f~l" tho ..~
\f lues ot Y "(;l" \-rb1c..~the quintic (l'}':preslJicm (y + w)'S (6y2.. + t) ls pOsit.:tv,?,
'urther
i"olllms :0 n ~s1de (7) and (3) tho equat10 18
~I ~ -=0:;2. T 12'wy ... ~t (9)
~
{ ., =: [(y ... w) /< 6y!1 + t)] (JOy ~ + 12wy +Jt) (10),.-d;y
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~octio
th 1 S'CI.13' ion i:nto th&
th • cc.~ > t ta_ t<O •
t. .)'"
1ot' ...>0 wo S .l"'(» (7)
18 the ·d..... in1t in Cl
toOt ty ..ow nco. b;
of in 0,' (.J t. re ./ = .. , ...'
the r £14 of for whicu real ) int:.: tlCC'UZI
":/...w, th ha f tr' ;.1 ,.. 1
1-roT. (9), (10). 11) 'H ! tb t ;'\oi:nte
d Y /5 !J tor /25 -t/10 • The
'''l\'';"J..l1t .! f! in tho V dGe:! •• G1l.1g d!l"«'It1t:m. ~1s ,ill hold f or ill v.
Y ••, -"'1/;'5 tJ [R"1./2.5 -t/tO J 1• ...t tol" 112. ~ 5t/2(> 0). bu:t 1'0':' eruch .I)j" t.i" I')
'.f ~ [ 5t/.~] • .a.nlj sino'e tor Ihwh 11
t < ....t;r/5 -J[ 2./Z50-t./10] ~ w41/S +J[ 2./ s-t/u)] <~ (1.,)
t:l !'J(t 1101. ttl de not oOP":pl1e&tetb p1cttl:-e at ....,r.
~O\,,'~>.,. (11) dv/oo>O _QfJpt for p haps uo
. ei 'r, just tbo po1nt$ vh.1'"O d:v/dil 1. tmdofin
~.t.)y'L + 1~ t ...Jt.. 1•• .,.....wls t J ( 2./2' et/tO]. Itt th
thAt "!v/11tt i~ d~nt.: l11th , to"l'
..tif~[1f ... t/6] c r <:. .. +,J [w~ 1./6]
~~ rl.n ..~ tot! w> o.
~ ...J [~"l. + t/6] <. .... <: 0 < ""I +J[ "L ... t/6] •
~; y •• t] .. f/[vJ./2" 110]
b1t
3' ,/S .. :J [w"/25 ;..t/l0] (~\1$. f ( ).)
2q D !i • 2u ++ (V" "i't/6)a3 _ l.J;( 1./25 ...t/lO) .."
-f ,1( 2./'l5 -t/10)151 ... ''lM3(~a.125 + t/;; /125]
/5 .,. .)w· 1.n
(14)
}'h'i (flV/I,'tu) .... tk() J (11) ti1l'!t,; .. try;lle
1I/~ ~~
,!~ r5L/iI~], arl(l s1ru~etoa- III'f.t"h11
~f<...~~/5 - J[w1./2:J,.t/10] « -41/5 +J[T, t.!25-t/1fJ] <0 (1,.)
tl S{iI !,;o1nt.) d¢ :not eu.v;p11Q.G.t th p1D re At 1 .. ..,.,_
·m, •'r.:)~l ( 11) dvIdn> 0 tlKOfl'Pt tt)l' P bap . < 1:..d: • t!
"e1..t; jumt t.."topoint$ vb ... d'v/drA" undo.fi \ th
./)y'L of 12t.,t + .:;t.. i... 'I • oIiIJtl' tJ [w""/2S ....t/l0J. .lit tb 1!1
, .d dv!d,.v both ch g1'ri.n¥t a cuep point in tho u.
tht~t ...1V/1" 10 d~Aflg with Y to~
"".~[lf+ t/6,] <. 11 c::. ..., +,1 [11"'+ t./6]
". (12) . '$
,and drt, tot' w> o•
•,:w-J[~1. ... t/6] < ... <0 <.."., +J[v2.. t/~l t
(iMJ~relU'l$ thr~utt1 bothouSV. (eott.p& '(1. .. ) th t """",1!!''l!l''''''
~ .he ..vd.., _wo .. l7 '1" 1/:''4IIj(1 1./2..; /10]
I •• the d til. t by
,. "'/5 «0. 2j[t1'1./25·;" t!10J (bs uo t ( ).) .(. I, .•)".fin
2ti[a5 <I- 2 u,,+ + (w2. +t/6) 3.. (\12./25 ... /10).2-
.. { 1(w'-/2' -t/l0)f5f A + ~(~..t'J../2S .. t/) J1.25J (14)
i'..
~n",\l"'t· cl ;'Ilalle., if> ~~i,.. ~.lJ'
f:.. (\,,1.) ~ 18.24 .. b~(.l
(.i) t,. 0
! 01' or)0 ll" ha\? the (\I.v) t~t>b. dif1ed from the t) 1).1) -/[ ·;t /2J e 0 by
f b ·f co .i 1(:"'1' tlQ t if. 6 (w II 0.5 inset). rhi for.1I 1m '"'1' ic.' 1 by
d CUm') 8. Y o.
the t> 0 • ovthtth y.:'_·j',C\1IP1alnid
eh e ul1nfi, the lim t At'! y..,. 0 t.ryat(11) t.h
ell. It.






F) 1 ('l) VO • eo tat in this cas th re can be bro rln~OB 01 y tLat ';i~o rou
~'L' t <.iTA ,,; and e n b{t 16«1 cl l"ly in the y ,u) di& _l" !'l1 . ~.:,. , a. ab' 1fPt
it,:,. 4, cubic with two horizontal tanr t lin •
esu f atures are; types ot in e tio ..rith
~)I1"\I'jetry u 0; posd 0 cu 81 possible doubl. points ..
)'h& d.OYltlW d ousp of (\) and CB) vUl oCC'Ilr at y ::a -\0\ tV::': 4' J - "',. and
't.E': 01"1 ntal, v == cont tan ant, will occur t th 0
't. n ~/ r -t/6 J, v ~ !(4t/3V [ ...t/6] tOte t in ca. of •
rM. a oan be proved by using lli' tli of dvId\.l by (H).
l' u '=' -J C-t/61 thon us of (11) show. that. tb d d ou
f nita nngl~1' 2 Wt-I <J ( .. 12w])
-:.. hn)fn"l,,~\i,c.. !JOin!:since as w inc
hl.of Ut" intor~ootlon for the !'in1te
cul d
throul W - (-t/t1 H th
f d fo' h" unboUl cl bran h le • «(1 •. ElT t...] •
h oth C" possibl caine' dena w ==.J [-tf J t;,~





'VG )f6IOl'i i' ";-11 01 ..1_.. Ii '3
eUS) of firl1.te plt!"t is outt~ide 'H~ other' br eh and us1nc (11") to oor'~)rl9
u VliU.tl"'~l Ha aee t.l1l'l.t t.~1s happens for 'H(.:d [-5t/1+8] th~ eusn pOj'lt ctl.v.lly
i.}eln~;on tj·o ot''lEH' }'l's ..nch u.t H :i: ,!(/ [-)t./LiS]. (or.' ',,1>/ [-t/61 usi!W' (15)
t',~!d p'lI.dioot, inflcn:ion l"etl"'<.mil"ll,:'He he.V't) cusps rlfJide Md i Pt t.'lUlSV l'l'Ie
.tnt rn-ed.ion for w~ 2j r ...t/6J E'Df) 'ig. 5..
ul,Hlbl€l potnte:~ !'or w lIS ... 2 [ ..t/6J we have Q dotl'.;)l" r:oin (;)11 the ruri. s t
ic
(O,(--£It/?)! r -t/f..J ). 'H'9 ror'1I..Ilininr. t\tl.l' EO of wJ.,_(-2/ [~t/(l) -J [-t!(;j )
"Wh'lc}!f:rOr" cor; utor drQ~Tlnge s ~ould huo one double ,oir.t an( to pr-ove th~t
~ I ::: _2(6ya. + 't) (1/)av' u:= eoTtst
01' ? d:. -i.t I: :/ [wJ./2.r:., .. t/10j so tbat for any giVEYI n t..,o rn Il('I'.mded p.nrt
)u."o !:'" and typ of Btb.tio .ary points we may dofine t..~e type o£ ~C· oo,'lipnent,
b~: i ~~at, of >!ltatiOl'lAry points. (IiVert a point in 1:1" -B 'W "11, scert.rll1 it
;:)~Cn '(Jr:po:nilfJ'tis requix'QJ to label the r one of the .3 dinenn
,j c t\lJ"OB; cucu'.n :lonE: \FOra OOn& for various w and wi u = ) and t = .6.
These cttlcul.atio'1s ano)foo that. it
It' ')ossib1e to hav$ t.he 1'ollcnri.T'tgstationary s ts ... 1 .ddl ~int, 1 td.nimtlr'"
1<1 :2 B.a- ~e pOint..a, 2 minimA and J sadd! pointe, 1 maxir,:u~, t1nd l G6ddl
t4. tionlll":Y point VtUUl;)lIIrnmfiming tb upper 11..'111 t Qf .5 points in th S~
t .0001"Y. only the pt'Oper stationary points aN r ferred to 1..'1 the <tilllgl"tV1:J ..
Z lim h 6 pointed out t.t> rtO "that tund.l'lg t..ne potentiAl Upsid do m
•
In fact, to r61ate met closely to tbe hyne:roolie d llipt.1c
:i
Z'ig. 4 is a le ntrol' diap;ram foX'
Fi'~•. ~-7 ehot n« that theso figuros cAn· 0 rour.hly S\!1P'l!ltl'is b,. the bt;lh viOUl"
of tl ~ cubic curves v = ..J~w"!-2tw.. The three types o.r confi r t .on fl:n~ the
th El di'" S' 0 n1 section roe (i) y t< 0, (ii) t == 0, (iii) nny t.> O.
The particular choice of t = -0.3 f r (i) and t:= .05 fo (iU) Titer~ made
for reason of l"elative scua of .feature.
r,es, lines of in se tion of d1f er t .l:'ts of '~.ld
some spec tl. poi ts. Of thee sp&oiai points the el11pti and )yparb:>l:lc
pain n havo already bem defined 1n ;2.
natuY"al nane fo" tho origin of o' ordinates.
rlvcn to II a of pt:lints b 1 se of the si arity of three dil'l'lett:s onru.
neip~bo • Ol')r's. t .no oj" l.!'!ple:" 0 tastrophv d:ia r M } 'Ihom [,]. ?'Urthe.
'0.
.:::erta.in trC:!..::.:yw.;:so oojpts h El €L C sp edge cuts Mother pR.rt of P , ave heen
:i.ndi 0;1. .eo. he tviO dimens'lo:-uiL inset diaer,!"lS il:'Llut.ie t: e oorm n nt type
Soma'of thEl special points rave alao been . ndaca ad to aid
ty1nr- '.C otl.er the nain diar:;re.m\·d:th its sections. The inse are
c pi of C'O!-1prt or dram C f.Ta."Il6 'I>!hich together "dth tho ana ....ysis of' §~ were
I; i1 "-:1,ullising the three-d.imansionaJ. S\l1"fo.¢ .:$. T got SO""€! idea 0; til El
four-- nons i.onal, i; ,.re can consider the •control in!?,' cur ic 'V • yinr: '(c11"i t.
Val" able anrl t is includ in t e pictures. The 'eontro • r i_ r-rSJ"1is .OH Fig. 8,
In Fig. 10
t};A
(v I:Z 0) ram; ts f extra antU_' sis, showing ..rh n turned into pictu:'~s, that
I
.N. :I. 0 'l('rt of t' ~ (,",v) _ ,s~ction flattens out at .-+0 .. i SUt~:v!r soo in !\.
other rise insets and ma di G _j .:1.'Ol r ::It.d ao
'i'h, noyt, uair of diagra.-ns r' g. 1.2, 13 look a.t B ..nth u til externa ..
vA.riabl , hut here Fig. 13 is bta1ne<i by ertuba on of'i;" 1? It cl the ina.ts
arE) vlsua1 d.eductions from earlier diar;rams. Sy11Ittetry wi t.~ r spet to U means
u>O aaneas u<O.
The final set of pictures, Fig. 14-16, avo except for a feH \, II ecumented
P int 1 rge elem t of v1wu eduction froM previo 8 fieu e
d do not
nooeesAl"il;{ have the accuracy of the earl1er dia.,rams.. For th se figr.l t-)5 V
is tho external va.riabl •
Insert gs. 4-16.
1/ •
th$ pareb.f)l cl.lwbilic (mark 2).
\f :;::';-y + \x~ ",..:l) /ll- +ty1. + «2. - -vy
t~l' work i1"lVolv in th1
Lt] :t. 'lY. n
L ..1 .\ (1'11 ft'!"
CJ] . f"~l ~"1':• I..J
~ JI.~{ . '. t..~ ~afr; r~
tAl' cho. ~l" Pol.y'tr:.' .1:n1e hUVt :::i t'3 t
r. sU ,nds.
:,\UGI'Y.
';'0 (> ~~. VC)"~ 0 69
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. nc Lueed ,
t ul' of . hib D &1\ ix ilve .eer:'! referr d to in t telXt
re II, II. !lei App nd1:K 1. Their re. its ht're been 'UeJed
in p 'odlle ne; Gorne of th findings of h ttl 1a end re thue
They re 11 : ork1 tr. prog 91:1 in thnt ttl pr s.nted fo III i
to print l' fo. of the rOll.r81''':lJ !'un on th COl'!l)\.\ t 1'. 'rho Fro 5
·r ltto warUn"; progr a i th(> sene h t tlt Y ve .ttl'! e t in t e
et...,t h~t produce p. uit in a tole bie t1 e and not r f1 d in J!lur




plo t .,r packD 'e
ll"T"l'lu:nl'r W r writt ('ot' u e on 0,. E 1 0' t oom;r ter
t re :111put/out ut ~ U ing t e mOl:llfacturel"'s Al,;ol
ph plotter pr gras C1 n 3) 81&0 u It precol%liled
r1tten b A..'":. C a tler II d f~~C. owyer whicb . IS • oy
adv n t. s oV'1" t , au 1 e-tS of.tware.
A scr1pt on er e print out 0 th pro r4lt· '" d a
8 le fro t 0 t ut of e8C ogr"u:l1 bo& inelu e 11
Prosram 1
Proeram Description
The notations fo thi description and the v riable names of the
pro ram are those used in Appendix I.
The progra re ds as d ta a air of values, representing w,t val~es.
Using these values it first calculates uitable ranges for the parameter
y and ran e for the u,v-gr ph it is to drsw. With these ranges of U,v
is sets up caling factor fo the raph and then draws uitable axes.
Dividing u the r nges into equal step , or taking equal steps towards
infinity, the rogram plot the corresponding u,v ~oints relative to the
previously drawn axes. The parameterless procedure CALC which plots a
symmetric pair of points for a given y value checks thet the u,v point
is ithin the enge of axes.
The program as _uite quick to run, although considerable avings
in ti e could have been mode by restricting the picture to just the u ~ 0
half plane. Comparin~ with rogram 3 we see that t e present program
omits severel features th t could have been included. The graph itself
could have been drawn rather than just the discrete oints and more
im ortantly some consideration of the distance between points given by
successive y values could have been included. Fhrther, it would save
band calculation checks if in the cases of the y range being infinite
some method of continuing untOI the edge of. the aph as reached had
been incl ded Bnd some consideration was given to the osition of cusps.
"""'UllrH ,
"D(.t iP C: (.l, fiM . I
PARABOLIC UMBILIC - Y.Y.Y.Y STABILISER - ~RAPHS
.4.N~ 15071' o. . •






BE~IN X: =-SQRTCCY+W) ·C6·Y·Y+T)) ,
U:-2·X·CY+W) ,
V:'IIIX.X+4·Y··3+2.T·Y'











~F::al F VTRNS3 LESS VTRNS1 THEN 2.VTRNS1+1 ELSE 2.VTRNS3+1'





ROOT3: -W'IF T LESS' 0 THEN
BE~IN ROOT1::aSQRT(-T/6)'
ROOT2: =-ROOT 1'IF ROOT.) LESSEQ ROOT1 THEN
BEGIN Fs:-=O.05'
OLaY: -ROOT1'
FOR Y:=ROOT1 STEP FS UNTIL ROOT1+1.0001 DO CALC'







FOR Y:=ROOT3 STEP FS UNTIL ROOT2 DO CALC'
END
END ELSEBEGIN FS:=-CROOT1-ROOT2)/50'
OLDY:-ROOT2'FOR Y:=ROOT2 STEP FS UNTIL ROOT1 DO CALC'
S1: AA: =FALSE'
fS:-O.OS'fOR Y:=ROOT3 STEP FS UNTIL ROOT3+1.0001 DO CALC'
FS:=1'FOR Y:=ROOT3+1 STEP FS UNTIL ROOT)+120.0001 DO CALC'













This program is designed to give a numerical determination of the
critical points and critical values of the polynomial
xly + y4 + wx2. + tyz._ u)(- vY • (1)
It relates specifically to the cases with ~ = 1, t being such that the
region of u,v plane with 2 minima (cf. Appendix I, Fig. 11) not empty
and u,v being within this re~ion. The initial velue of t is read as
data fand then calculations of the ranges of u,v values to be dealt with
are made. This calculation of u,v limits requires the solution of
cubic equation using procedure SOLV.~ The u,v region is then scanned
and for each set of values the 5 critical points of the function (1) are
obtained by solving>using SOLV,the quintic equation
Cy'5 T.< 2ty - v) (y + w)2. + u2.IL~ =- 0
and then substituting the y values in various simple formula to get the
x value, the critical value end the type of the criticel point. When
this has been completed for all the u,v values of the mesh given by a
particular value ~ t, t is altered by a suitable amount and' the u,v
process repeated.
The procedure SOLV takes advantage of the fact that the cubic and
quintic will have their full complement of real roots in the region of
in terest. It starts by using the procedure' LA'GRT to find the la.rgest
root. The procedure LAGRT itself uses Newton's iteratative method,
(procedure N£!tlTR) starting at some point at which the polynomial and
all its derivatives are positive. SOLV then uses the procedure DIVIDE
to reduce the polynomial and continues to find all the roots. When we
have reduced to a quadra tic equa.tion there is the procedure QUADRAT to
get the final pair of roots.
It is very easy to alter the program to generalise the steps in
the u,v scan and in the t scan. Further, it is not much more difficult
to add in e possibility for all positive w, with the v8lue as data.
However, to generalise to all u,v,w,t end to get out the critical points
and critical values is not quite so easy since these require us to allow
the possible cases of cubics and quintics without all real roots.
Since the results of the program were required only to estimate the
form of the NaXtell set in the 2 minima ree'ion the eener~lisD ti ons were
no t undert8ken.
CATASTROPHE SET FOR PARASOLl C UMSI LIC
AN~ 15071'
BE~ IN ARRAY Y, UR C1:J), RLRTSC 1:5). POL 1CO: J). POL2CO: 5) ,
BOOLEAN RECT'
INTE~ER COUNT,l1,D'
REAL T,JUMP,U,V,YCRIT,LWV,LWU,UPU,UPV,ATEM,VSTP,USTP,XVAL.TPIND,FVAL" .' '. .
SWITCH MSv}:=INJT1, JNIT2,SR, TNX, VNX,UNX, TINX'












TEM1:=TEM2:-0'FOR F1:=FSJZ STEP -1 UNTIL·Q DO
TEM1:=TEM1·APP+CHECKRCE(O,F1)'
FOR F1:=-FSIZ-1 STEP -1 UNTIL, 0 DO
TEM2:=TEM2.APP+CHECKR(EC1~F1»'
IF ABSCTEM2) LESS 1.Q@-10 THEN









N1:=N1+1'IF N1 LESS 100 AND ABS(NEWY-Y) GR 1~OD-05 THEN
BE~l N Y:=NEWY'
qOTO NS1'
END ELSE IF N1=100 THEN









OCEDU. E DIFST A,B,~)'




FOR DF1:=O STEP 1 UNTIL H 00
B(O,DF1;===CHEC;(R(A(DF1)) ,
Fa OF2:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL H DO
BE IN
F R DF1:=Q STEP 1 UNTIL H-DF2 DO
B(DF2,DF1):::CI·r ,K. ((DF1+1)*B(DF2-1,DF1+1)) I





ROCEDURE D I V I DE(p; R,PO, XHA, Hp! R, REN) ,
ARRAY PAR.NPAR'
RE L Xf"lA, E:'I'
liHE~E PO'
If<, IrTE~ER OV1'
CHECi S( £EiiTa~ 0 I VIDE?) ,
~IP R (PD-1 ):::PAR (PO) 1
~O DV1:=PD-2 STEP -1 UNTIL 0 DO
rP R DV1): =j,IPARDV1 +1 ).X~ii +PAR(DV1 +1) t
RE ,1: =NP R G).X;'l +PAR(O)'




SwIT J: :: ,2J 1 J J 2 '
C EC\S (CENTER QUADRAT?) t
~1:;B1*B1-4*A1·C1'
Ip 1 LESS J THEN
B IN PINT ££L?QUADRATfC WITH COMPLEX ROOTS?'
WAIT' ~
40TO 'J1'
~t'D'~1:IF A1=O THEN BEGIN PRINT ££L?QUAD IS LINEAR?'









}OOT2: =(81 +S',RT(ABS(~1» )/(-2*' 1)




: ' ) I
DO
t T J L 0 DO
Vz) ,
LESS ~ THEN
,OC DURE sr)LV(STR, E~JROUT)'
ARRY STR, ROUT r
INTEQE. DE~'
~ If' 1F DE(~=J THEN
'E~I . RRAY ALT(O:2)'
Rt.Al TSTt
C EC.5 ~E4TER CUBIC SOLV?)t
R UT(1):=LA~RT(STRtDE~) t
DfYIDE(STR,DE~,ROUT.1),ALT,TST)1
IF S(TST) SR 1.0@-5 THEN PRINT v£L?LAGRT NOTtu OR T(ALT(2),ALT(1),"LT(O),ROUT( ),ROUT(3))'
c EC' S(~CU8IC SOlV EXIT?)~
tl' ELSE IF DEll=r- THEN
?E Iii ARRAY ALT1(O:4),ALT2(O:J),ALT3(O:2)'
REAL TST'
II"TE14ERS1'
Cl ECKS LEt TER QU INT I .r SOLV?)'
OUT(1):=LA~RT(ST "D_c;)'DIV!DE(STR.DE~,ROUT(1),ALT1.TST)t
1~ 85(TST; eR 1.0~-5 THEN
.p I rr £C::L?LA:~RTHOT sec FOR QUINTIC? I
RO~r(2)::LAGRT(ALT1,4)' .
DIVIDE( LT1,4,ROUT(2),'LT2,TST)'
IF. ASS TST) ~R 1.Q@-05 THEN PRINT ££L?lAGRT NOT CUR TE?'
ROUT(3):=lA:;;RT(ALT',3 ' .DIVIDE 'LT2,3,rOUT(3),lTJ,TST)'IF S TST :;;R1.Q@-05 T " PRliIT££L?STILL !\lOTACC,?'







':lA 1T J '
REGT::::! 1..:::S5 Of
PRI;H ££L?T VALUE::: ?,SAI1ELI;lE T ££L???'
!CRIT:=-(S~RT(-T/10+a.04)+O.2);' ~ ..
0PV:=( 10*YCRIT+6)*YCRIT+3*T).YCRIT+T'
IF REeT T~EN LWV:=(IF 4.(T/3)~SQqT(-TI6) ~R -2*(2+T)
!H~ll ~1.(.T/]);:S2RT(-T/6) ELSE -2*(2+T»






"STP: :::(UPV-LUV) /6 '
~OT0 I; .IT 1 '
:jX : POL 1 ( .] ) : = T- V '
So LV ( PC'L 1 , :3, Y) ,
couLT::::1 t
, '1:;1'
R:AT £:-i: ""(6.Y (I1).Y (I1 )+T) if (Y (11 ) +1 ) t
!F ATE!'l qRE ~ 0 T'-1E1·1· .




'IF 11 LESSE'l J THEN (;;OTO BR t
IF C 'JU ; IT:::4 T, 1EN
8E41'JIF RECT THEN PRlfJT C ,L?TOO :lANY U VALUES?'IF'UR{1) LESSE~ UQ(2) THEN
3E~L; IF UR(J) LESSE} UR(1) THEIl
BE(~I:I' LJU:""Ul{(3) I
UPU : ::;UR ( 1 ) t
E:';O ELSE
8E:~1 : UW:=='JR( 1)'
UPU:=IF UR(]) LESSE~ UR(2) THEN URe]) ELSE UR(2)1
END




BEG H. U' U : ==[J ~ ( 2) I
UPlJ::::dP UR( J) LESSEq W~(1) THEn UR(3) ELSE UR(1)'
EtlD' '
~:JD ELSE
E~IN JF' CQUNT LESS] OR NOT RECT T:-lEN PRINT
(L?TOOFEtJ VALUES OF' U 2U?? I ,
L\W: ""0 I






















iP LiD: = (,=\UHS {D J **2*6 +T) .. C~LRTS(D ) +1 )-XVAL*.2 I
IF' TP Il.D=C) T:l!:NNHTZIUl(!<NUI<DE~EI1 ?
ELSE lr:' TPIIID ~R O'THEN
_EGlL,l'IF RL~TS(D) ~R -1.0 THEN PRINT.~ ~ll:i ?
ZLSE PR I :IT £ HAX ?
tuo ELSE ?PIJ!T ~ SADDLE?'
cVAL: !!:X V/.1.!_...XVALlitRIJ~TS( D) +RLRT S(D) 1lUUJ +i:VAL.* 2+T ...RLRTS (D ) •• 2-
U,.;:VAL -V ...RL-nS(D)' .
~~11'IT ~ ;oI;:'LII\j;::' p\? r.\AI 'J\ • ..." ,-1_ . ~ , ~ ., ..,.
J: -.=D+ 1 '
IF" D LESSE'] 5 T iEil ClOTO TYNX'
,IT'>: U: =u+ { I r:' USTP HOTf:Q 0 THEN
Ir. J LESS UPU T rlEN GiOTO UNX'
lT1:V:-:.V+(IF VSTP HOTEQ 0 THEI~
IF' V L£SS UPV THENDGOTO VNX I
IF T LESS 0 Tl"lEN ~OTO TNX
ELSE B:::'" lli JUi P: =1).1 '






T VALUE = .10000000
.. ,., .... i
U VALUE = ·71098408 V VALUE == .13071797
X Y TYPE VALUE
.31885315 .1149G835 ~1Itl -.12687561
.38206679 -.06955524 SADDI.E -.12622238
.42320695 -.,6000424 MIN -.12631510
1.3876621 -.74381944 SADDLE -.03464074
-2.5117888 -1.1415294 SADDLE 2.51(490.6
U VALUE = .71441177 V VALUE = .13071797
X Y TYPE VALUE
.32211375 .1G894331 ~lIN -.12797t105
.37506072 -.04760518 St'WDLE -.12751929
.43439389 -.17769127 MIN -.12778626
1.3820463 -.74153841 SADDLE -.03938761
-2.5136149 -1.1421084 SADDLE 2.5791032
U VALUE = .71783947 V VALUE = .1307,1797
X ' Y TYPE VALUE
.j2571273 .10195183 MIN -.129(',8420
.36954498 -.02875223 SA DOLE -.12879520
.44381568 -.19128649 MIN -.12929171
1~3763652 -.73922638 SADDLE -.[:4.<111513
-2.5154388 -1.1426867 SADDLE 2.8877222
U VALUE == .721267{j7 V VALUE = .13071797
X Y TYPE VALUE
.32984897 .09332943 M IN - .13020754
.36441215 -.01036893 SADDLE -.13-;C5309
• 45238328 -.20281407 MIN -.13082783
1.3706162 -.73688215 SADDLE -.r;t.8823C5
-2.5172606 -1.1432643 SADDLE 2.8963475
U VALUE = .72469486 V VALUE = .13071797
, X Y TYPE VALUE
.33504259 .08149664 MIN -.13134661
.35879521 .00990040 SADDLE -.13129287
.46044613 -.213C5142 MIN -.132392~C
1.3647967 -.73<15(4Ll7 SADDLE -.(;5351116
-2.5190804 -1.1438412 SADDLE 2.9049790
U VALUE = .78542517 V VALUE = .16535898
X y T YPE vA LUE
. • 336 A 411 G • 167 255 09 ~1lN -. 156201b C
.43171161 -.09033582 SADDLE -.153718C9
.51038793 -.23056060 t1U! -.15416888
1.2781917 -.69275926 SADDLE -.10909770
"2.5567324 -1.1535994 SADDLE 3, C9b~C44
U VALUE = .79414823 V VALUE = .16535898
X Y TYPE VALUE
.34249765 .15934845 "!IN -.15916210
.42171311 -.05842597 SADDLE -.157437C9
.53739790 -.26111711 MIN -.15874171
1.2596513 -.68477458 SADDLE -.12016725
"2.5612594 -1.15503r)8 S/!DDLE 3.1212267
U VALUE = .8(1287129 V VAWE= .16535e98
X Y TYPE VALUE
.34906742 .15002323 MIN -.16217853




The rogr~m as originally drafted wa to draw (u,v) sections for the
bifurcation set in the 6 dimensional unfold'n
- vy •
It was, however, only develope f r e no up-h to deal Nith the c ses in ,vhich
o,(S = 0 , O(~f->~o . T1:1O modes of use for the progr m are possible ~.
(i) Read integer 0 f'oLl,orledby (,set of values or Ot",w,tand output
the particular u,v-graph.
(ii) He-ad integer F'O , followed by a pair of values of or- ,(3 which if
within the compass of the prog m ,ive a out ut of u,v-grap s
for Cl r8nge of w,t values.
The choice of w,t v lues vill give all different t pes of ,v- reph
beheviour deducible from analogues of Figs. 1 n 2 of Chapter III.
I>10stof the ,<larkof the program is done by p ocedur-eGi?t\PHwhich
has as parameters values for o(,w,t and outputs the correspond'ng u,v-graph.
This procedure also use values of global v riables ~i in~ and v values
of point of the graph on n ~ 0 which re calculated ip the mBin pro r m.
Inside the procedure GRAPH the values of the global variables mentioned
are used in a calculation that similates consideration of a perticular
diagram like those of Fig. 1 and 2 of Chapter III. This produces axes
and then a series of y r n es which give br nches of the u,v-graph and
each branch is drawn by a sub-procedure DRBRCH. This latter procedure
has a,s input parameters Boolean variables giving ;y range of branch finite
or not ;v range of branch finite or not; branch meets the axis or not ~
as well as the beginning and end (or somewhere towards end if y ra,nge
infini te) of the y r-ange for' the branch. Using this information the
procedure DRBRCH draws the successive linear sections of the (u,v)-graph
between successive values chosen for y. These values are chosen with
due regard for the distance between the successive (u,v) points prod ced,
not too little or too much distance bein alLowed , Further the procedure
checks that the points are within the range of the xe and will allow a
branch to go off and then come back onto the picture being dra~n 0 even
start outside the axes and only produce points within the range of the
axeS when it get there.
picture on the plotter.
Other sophistications speed up the symmetric
Even with this fairly sophisticated program for drawing the (u,v)- ra ha
difficulties were encountered with some branc es in the nei~hbou hood of
points 'Sp' of Figs. 1, 2 of Chapter III. '1'0 get res lts of Chapter III,
pe r ticuler ly t e transition of Fi.r. 3, it "as nece S:3ry to use Program 4.
It wo ld be possible to refine the resent program to deal l.'lith this ce e
but this has not been done since sufficient results had been obtained
more simp y.
'III f r ILG '~ */1+.'fH ••~ FIr'S. ~TJI,GE
~'(11 ', '
~~!l Sr:J1L. fLPPt, ~8FTi',T,\J,Fl'CT,X21
lilTFCFr t,en! ::-iT,l\,f'CCI l,P'
~PPI L ,·'LEV(1=-),LEV<;:5.'
~I![ TOt' ;':5: =S\11, ~p~, ~cl'!1, ....~111,SH5, ~\It:', ~~J7'
Prr.(;[f)II!=T r;r IPP(I, S,c) I
EFl L /J, P, (' ,
~Fr I I. P.[! LT., TYFL[I , tl, v , t I X I
r crr JF!? [F8rrr!C FIt ,V,Fll.,JE!.X,Y, EH)'
'CIt. ',Ynr'
BC'CL EMi F 1n, vr 11 , gEt;.-: I
~C.ltI AfP/' r !:'TL ,£TV(1:25)'
1'''T''~r:rp T "C [,,,,,r, 1:'. 1'- r w r : >: , ...
~FhL CI~; , [I,TV, STP,CLGU,CL['.V,X'"',PAr'
tr ( LElT n.1!?p. r (i.e I t. I
SCI rei [r.:=rr1,·[,r.2,e~ 1['F~4'
'(11",., ~
~ J t 'i. == -:.... ' . "--. -" ('I:I\[·!·:=I='
Pt' F ! = ' ,
IF IT!X Tf:r:T
'rr,11! :::'TII(1 r : =0[ [U: =: I
· '(1):=o,r,V:=F'Jr"'Cp.J ...FA ,+2fJ(';)'
IF fAP=: LEV(2~ Of: ft~;::: LLVC:?) TW]l




1'0 FP;:i CCL['U,rIL[' I)'
IF '(=YEN[' TPFl C~:C;lr, CRr;C':)\rj\CTfr~ 1)' COTO ['[2' (;.,,'
II,VeR; :" =1 '
~
'I{, '
• IF l'E\" _·lEt, ". Fl, C' ... '• ::: , j /, I ._, C ~ ....L· !
'C' -0(" -r) ,,. .~ ..
~rpjF ¥Pi'[l-'./:O'
-I: Pt F: =PJIP+Y~TP'
IF (J F STP GP. f' THEt'l fIE ('IE Y]Jr FLSE PI Lttf',. YEfT, TIffI'.
,Hi I L IFF It, Tt! El,
8FGlf t'i()V[PEJ~(~TU(1)~STV(1 )'
Fcr :=2.,;rp ['fTIL -1 DOD AI.'.lLl!\.lE(.TU(T),STV(T)'
(iOTO (If 2'
F:l [' EL SF
8Fr,Ii; C!;[:='rTI,{,+ ST
r.,(' (; Df 1 '
f; 'r '
'r(.;lii Y;::=-?+'(f·,Trr+p)+·CF'lf ~"P!',F.+2....r:1 ../C;'·'CFM P/f+2~G/3-tIt,tA'i'II:) ,
If:'=.J(f'T (Xc '1(2<!f.U,~;P.!o.E+8) +X2) ,
V:=f.X2+PfP~(PPR~PfF+2 C)'
!r J!\lSr TJ'[I'
Bn~!i: [;J;,T:=(fLSCII- ir u + ~(V-CLfV))ilt75 I'LX'
If [J} ST i.r.ss i 'f!-' P.f,
F re I ;: r (': =[ r' -:'
I r [r' Lt:S: TUfT
r r=r- I' P' ~• -p; r> - 'C' TP- ,
•. \,. ,~ t 1'-','" - I. ..
~ ,F; =YSTPn.2 T
('IC r ['[1'
[I T '
r: r n r=
I F r :r T f-J ;-I Cl nTf
f FG r h I' C: =J 'r:+1 '
If HC I ~.s t: TIIFf'
ff(';I:: P/F.:=P/C- STP'
:~Ti':::;. 2TP/Z'




IF /8S(lJ)-?;<>Vl';/J: rJt" OF f:BL,(V)-2~vt'1J\X c,r [ TITN
r rr.n t r n·JPG ll-'pt,
E"fr. t' t'\.if1f,: =1=( I
1'(, rpt::r:cSTll(1), :;TVC ) ...I
Fr,' T::::2 o FP 1 Ui,TlL J-1 [0 ['rAt'JlII"'~TU(T),;:)TV(T))'
If !£S(STU(J-1)) i.rss Vi'"X MP j\£,:-( T/ '-'-1) FT~ VLAY n'FI'
Br;r;,ll TU:=,TI1(J-1.+C:::,TV(J-1~-2I:!vr/'x JliC+ T (J-1) ('-fTV( -1) I
-I· • _'"'.:;. f}, JI x '.•-c 1.1·.
IF /"P~;(TlJ) r,R Ll"Vli/X TI:f!"
cr:Cl( TIJ:=;::¢lVh x'
T 1= =~T (,}- • +(ST[I(J-1 )-2*vr·/\ .). eV-<"T --J ~le J+~ TU(,i-~
Fl ,C' '
IT /0 I;L 1!!FCTlJ, TV) I
II rrrt.c-ru.rvs '
nrl'llL fir (-~ TUC,j-1) , STY(J-L'
n [J'
[
, r, I- , ,
j(1 .sr '(i)) t
UNTIL 2; C [tLA\Ln:rcsUCT), T'(,C)'
tun ELSf
I en Il~I:::il er C:Cl'jIT""~- T,T!
8FT II' IF .t rV(1_ t [~,:,rC YLf:VC5 TI'IEI'
rrTi(lf(T.l,'p:f·OT (Yl.rV(~);:: l [VC;) P.l.DCOlli T--4), TUC. LFV(~.• L': '(1_"
n t ri er
FTC.!: i r ,L[V(._ i t.ss .L['Y(7) TI,I·i
ffr,IN· .....·(:-IF [,[/(1. ('rr:rq 'L-'V(5 T FN YLFV(7) r; ~'f Yt.·V~.
rr·r·Cl·(~rU[, If ir ,TWit.t IY, LfV(1 r
rt: ri.sr
IF ('(II!:T=; I'P!
rC::C111 Y:::::IF YLFvCD q-:: _ t.r r( ~ TI rOt, • LEV( ) n.sr YLE I(i;'




. C(1 t r. T (R -: If 'F!
r~Il IF (LEV('1) r.rr(~ YLl-VC5_, Ti'FN
'ECdI ['lrEprt~(TrIrF1F;.L.:-r·.TrUF#YLtV(: .• L 'I/() I
1F Yl.r:VC1 r.ru~CIF (0f'1 T LE'S;' 6 TI PIJ YL .Vc':' _l" I:" YLLVCC) TI''''j1ere I 1~ T,(:.:::I F /LF: 1(1) L YL~\j(2) Tl-Iff LfVC;') nsr YL':V( )'
fFfFC 'err I,', !.L.Sr,TRII[',TY, L[Y(4))',
FT
'1 r '
IF ('(·ur·!T:::t': AL[' yLt- ( ) L[ ~ i.r ct") rr:
[.pPP perf 1 ,F.'\LSF,fJi.L~)E,.Yl.E '(11 ,YL V(5)
IF ('"tWT c.r ' T~!n
"r~ll' IF l r (1) :-S. YLfV t) Tl'H
[FPR H(TFUE~F!LSF.,ntlF, lrV(6),YLrV(,1)'
I f'L F .fe':> LL;:- ~'V(5) 7i:n'




VLI VC . : ""V[ r '("')+2'" .t
vi.rvc _:=VL.FV(; +2-!', :
FLl . If TT (~ , [ ; C, ('; 7, r: , r
ri L r ('TT([,,"1, COP:-T, ~·.I2t r: ,1<)'
Fl.L CrTC?;:;',! 11 t .t, '"},. I
1 i I~ j (T"r_ , rnr t:
-8 cr. I r ! ';" IT'
[,(ft1l' J
r 'r '





'r( I j [ [~i [ [L F'! ,\, \} , T'rr Tn S'l{'
';r ,
:JEte lLPI't,FET!'
IF P,LPHl 8::-Tl ; ,C;T(~ (I T:1t'. ~(1TO 5\)1'
!F nr I : CT:-C T,T' (CT( SLJ2'
7' Cn f'l.s : '= 7 'I • I
~IeT: -,.:.tr't. ..."'':' ('
r:=-z~rj~('Tr
, ·rr ;j'T: =-1'
:ci,~ : =7' '
IF T LF~,.r~_ F.-.F1CT T!T:
:-r;1 i ('(llt T: =(;( W.T+1'
Yl r C" • -er'f' r-"!'T "·H' i....r:ArT"l'. ~ .(. -'... ......_.. _./ I -_ .. "-' '"
LF 'C;::: : =YL I=V(2)"'C 'L ...V(2)""YLEV( )+' !'(T-6;)L~.CT))'
YLF 1(;'): ::-YL r ICc... '
VI PfC'):=-VLF/Cc..)'
JF rt~~· , ...rl(T T;'[,:' CC) '! T:=COLJl;T+-;'
~,.. ;;::'f r- .... (OlY C't.'~ I
I L , .~ •• I, ' •
IF T Lf. SF(._ /:r.F!C,"r !Ti'
'F'(; J ~' cr,trl. T: =COUj T+~ ,
Y~f (AJ:-f0rT(-2~TI=+fR'fCT/'~'
YL i. ! (' _:::::- L rI' (.:) I
IF i.r ss '1' FICY rrr; cC't';T: =COICT+1'
:-j r r: er "f. re '-"10 I, ,) t ! ,,'" i \'1}'.) .. w#
1F T L r Sf o r T: rt:
srr, t r ("Ct I T; _ocr JI T+'i '
nrv([):~s~rT(-~ftT/~)'
VLF C():::: 'LF'.I( ')~,( .LFVc6 .. *Y[ f (6)+2'":'1')'
YI r ( : :::-,{Lf v ( "J '"to ... ~ ... ~ v ....
VU' Cl.! =:-VI fV(~) I
1FT Lf.S. (" nrr. (,01'1 T: :::CCUI 'T+1'
rt C '
IJ#!!F {=r T~·r.~l 8EC)!" (.J-fPJ:.l(}llPPl~V,T)' ~ICp' [:1:[>'
,r.. _r, r<r)lr~·T..J..11 .• -t:,.. ,_,':' Ji 1 I
.F: ('" :=7;:.FirT'. .vFVC:):=IF CGur T QR "
~rv(~.i:::lF crUIT ~R 4
r I (") : ::: !F COil! T C';H 6-
tr V ( :: ) : -r ' ,
t"4: iI : =L [ \f ( of )
rP'!,PHCf.!.pr;j'\, \-1 T)'
': :::-LF (1)'
'F'APl'(IILDtl' !1 T)'1 M I, r"f !,1-, \, •
': :::F-2'
I rr - 1 ; ,,...,. C( TO 1 ! r: ,
- I l,l. 1 ......... ,.)
Cp 1: ='1 .;-;rp 1 tH,TI L L: ('0 L!: Ie I ): :::cLEVe 1+1)'
',OTO ~,t.!"-1'
It' : ,r::. '""," ni' ,f i ( ! P','" r: T I"' ,< '. - •. > ,?
:::: +Ft eT'
IF LF.S~.[C f ~Ft GT ri-f:;-t, r.pTr Spc I
~TrIF ' ~ .
'1:!;1'2:P.1l7 f.£I? TI:IS SeeTJOlf i;rT PErC'Y 7'
.t'. ,
n:EI !\LFIJ 1,; LEVC2.
Thr::r. I,L Pi'll"~ LE VCt1)
rHE~~ i\LP[:/l.~ 'LE (6)
•n "
Program 4
Due to difficulties \,n.thcertain w,t values ...lith the u,v-grephs of
Program 3, it wes found necessary to do 60me extra calcu ations.
Program 4 simply reads in the values of '''',tend e ra.nge of values of
the parameter y and print$ out re.l finite values of ;u;v; sixth order
polynomial to be solved for eus s dV/du fer eqlal y intervals. This
gives useful infermation in cases where the graphs ef Program 3 and the
analysis of Chapter III is net definite. In pert:tculer this pregre.l'Il
gave evidence to support to transitions illustrated in Fig. 3 of
Chapter III, where the change in p~,rameter givin!1:large chenge s in u,v
were too smell to be detected by Program 3.
~,
rl-"'; r"I'~ r,,")... .. •. I I.·:0<,.. <1' ....
".
.83000000 T= -.33333333
y u v cuSP
.500fJOOOO .08170619 .223 OOCCO-. C25198 (..5
.50300000 • Q55371GG .22429462 -.02439202
.50600000 .05679391 .22556584 -.02355685
.50900(\00 .0920r;276 .22681354 -.022812],0
-5120CCOO .095020[5 .22803758 -. (,22C3972
-51499999 - 09786426 .22923783 -.02127807
• 5 17999 99 • 10055 086 • 23041416 -. C2 C5 2791
"'52099999 '103,09292 .23156644 -.01978938
-52399999 .10550162 • 23269453 -.01906263
-52699999 .10778663 .23375833 -.01834779
',52999999 .1C:995637- ,23487771 -.01764502
'-53299999 .1121J1825 .23593254 -.01695442
.53599999 '. 11397882 • 23696272 .'" 01627613
,53599998 • 11554391 .23796812 -,01561028
',54199998 .11761875' ,,23894864 -.01495697
,54499995 .119308(4 • 2399C:LI17-.01431632
1.,54799998 • 12091603 .24C83461 -. (:1368843
1,55099998 .1221l~660 '.2.4173985 -.0130734C
'.55399998 .12390328 .24261979 -.01247134
,.55699998 .12528930 .24347435 -" 011882)2
'.55999997 ,12660765 .2443C343 -" 0113(64.1
-'56299997,127861C6 .24510694 -iC1C'74378
.56599997 .12905208 .24588481 -.01C1944C
.56899997 .130183()8 .24663695 -. CC965837
,57199997 .13125626 .24736330 -. C(913576
.57499997 .13227367 .248C6379 -" (\0862662
'.57799997 .13323724 .24873836 -,; CC81J1CO
'.58099996 • 13414577 .24938695 -. (;(764894
',58399996 • 13500997 • 250CC951 -. CC718('48
".58699996 ,1)582246 • 2506C6C( -. C']672566~'58999996 .13655775 • 25117639 -.OC628449
'.59299996 .13730728 .25172C66 -II ({,;'5851CO
",59599996 .13798242.25223876 -,; CC544319
',.59899996 .13561450 ,25273(,71 -II ('(.5[43(6
1'.60199995 .13920475 .25319650 -. OC465663
.60499'395 .13975437 .25363613 -Ii (0428386
t.60799995.14026451 .254C4962 -.(0392476
.61099995 .14C73629 ,254Ll37C2 -. ((.'357929
t.6139S995.14117C75 .2547SJ834 -.C0324743
".61()99995 .141~6895 .25513367 -.(,(,292913
!~,61999995 .1ii19J187 .255443(,5 -II ~jC26243t1
".62299995 .14226C49 .25572659 -. CG2JJ3C3
1..f.2599994 .14255577 .25598437 -11((;2(.5511
1".62~'99994 .142e1862 .25621652 -. GC179C52
".63199994 .143c4997 .25642318 -, CC153919
",63499994 • 14325 C7 0 .2566 eLl51 -. rC13c1 C3
i".63799~J94 .143112170 .25676C68 -. C~107594
i". 64099994 • 14356354 • 25669191 -. COC86382
1.64399994 .143673(;0 .25699842 -.((:1:66457
~.6.1699993 .1113765(4 .257(;8(47 -. CQC47g.C5
~.6L199999J .14382583 .25713G37 -dJOC3C416
r.65299993 .14336124 • 25717242 -.I)(C142711
(,... 65599993 .1~J87214 .257163cO .()COOC635·
~.65899993 .14J55944 .25717C52 • CC014325
~.6619999J .143f324C) .25713541 .ccc26315
:-...66499993.14376654 .257C7819 .QIjC3012C
!....66799992 .111){)5882 .25699940 ; ((,048259
"'.67899992 ,1L~3~9093 .25689965 ,,(((57251
'.6739'9992 .14347420 .25677962 .((;(65117
, • ~-J!::y 00 Cl? ~ 1'"-:/'~,':{C;(,F, • ?S F.f;4 r.~~8 • (,(;(7 11177
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